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1.0 INTRODUCTION
.l.e
This document reports on the development of two new shell finite elements
for application to large deflection problems. The elements in question are
doubly curved and of triangular and quadrilateral planform. They are re-
stricted to small strains of elastic materials, and can accommodate large
k	 rotations.
A principal goal of this work has been to obtain accuracy for strongly non-
linear problems commensurate with that which is obtainable in linear finite
element work. This particular goal presents a special challenge, because
the presence of strong nonlinearities in plate and shell finite elements
of conventional formulation cases excessively stiff behavior.
The elements described in this document make use of a new displacement func-
tion approach specifically designed for strongly nonlinear problems. In
order to accommodate this approach, two further new developments were nec-
essary, relative to strain displacement equations and nonlinear solution pro-
cedures. Thus, the developments reported herein represent an attempt at a
J considerable extension of the current state of the art for nonlinear two
dimensional elements.
The two doubly curved shell elements developed, a triangle and a quadri-
lateral, are based on the relatively simple linear elements of References 2
and 3. The displacement function development for nonlinear applications is
based on the beam element formulations of Reference 1. The procedure is
called herein the HMN method, in recognition of its first use by the authors
of Reference 1. The strain-displacement equations developed are of the shallow
u
shell type specially tailored to the HMN procedure. Additional terms have
been included in these equations in an attempt to avoid the large errors
characteristic of shallow shell elements in certain types of problems (e.g.,
Ref. 7).	 An incremental nonlinear solution procedure specifically adopted
to the element formulation was developed. This solution procedure is of
combined incremental and total Lagrangian type, and uses a new updating
scheme. A computer program was written to evaluate the developed formulations.
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This program can accommodate small element groups in arbitrary arrangements.
Two simple problems have been successfully solved, and are reported in See-
Lion 10. The results indicate that this new type of element has definite
promise and should be a fruitful area for further research.
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2.0 GEOMETRY AND COORDINATE SYSTEMS
There are three ;coordinate systems that are required for the two new elements, the
local coordinate system, the global coordinate system, and the solution coordinate
system. The elemental matrices are derived in the local coordinate system and are
eventually merged and solved in the solution coordinate system. With slight varia-
tions, these matrices can be discussed for both the triangular and quadrilateral elements.
The geometry of the elements is input in the global coordinate system, The triangular
element is assumed to be a constant curvature element, whereas the initial geometry
of the quadrilateral element has the shape functions of the assumed displacements.
Base planes for the local coordinate systems are established as shown in	 Figure	 1 .
The triangle has the	 x	 axis parallel to the	 line joining nodes 1	 and 2 with positive
sense from 1	 to	 2. The	 y	 axis is perpendicular to the 	 x	 axis and lies in	 the	 plane
of nodes	 i, 2 and 3 with positive sense in the direction of node 3. The	 z	 axis is
determined by the right hand rule.
For the quadrilateral, a mean plane is established through the midpoints of the straight
lines joining the corner nodes. The x axis is parallel to the line bisecting sides
3, 5 and 1,7 with positive sense from side 1,7 to side 3, 5. The y axis is perpendicu-
lar to the x axis, Lies in the mean plane, with positive sense from side 1,3 to side
7,5. The z axis is determined by the right hand rule.
With these definitions, the transformation matrices can be written from the local to
the global coordinate system. These transformations are presented in the Appendix,
Section 1 Z.1	 The transformations that are required, however, are from the local to
the solution coordinate system. The solution coordinate system is selected to minimize
potential numerical problems by solving the equations in a coordinate system in which
the z axis is nearly normal to the shell midsurface. This is accomplished by averaging
the normal unit vectors of the local coordinate systems of the elements adjoining each
3
A
node,	 Figure	 2.	 The	 x Aand	 y	 axes are selected to lie in planes parallel	 to
M
the XZ	 and	 YZ planes, respectively.	 With these assumptions, 	 the transformation
matrix from the local to the solution coordinate system can be written
Cx -1)
,v
where the elements of 	 nl are given in the Appendix, 	 Section 12.1,
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Figure 2: SOLUTION COORDINATE SYSTEM (SHOWN FOR
TRIANGULAR ELEMENTS ONLY)
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3,0 SHELL STRAIN - DISPLACEMENT RELATIONSHIPS
I,
4
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Shell strain displacement equations take a wide variety of forms, depending on
their intended use, coordinate reference systems employed, and specific terms dropped
in accordance with thinness or shallowness assumptions. Experience has shown that
it is permissible to take considerable liberties in the formulation of these equations,
in order to achieve simplicity, so long as the omitted terms are truly negligible for
the problem types under consideration. It is important in this regard to perform the
mathematical derivation carefully, and to make approximations in the final results,
where the full implications of the approximations are visible. This is the approach
taken here. For the present work a formulation applicable to stepwise nonlinear
analysis of a shell element is required, This application suggests several specific goals
for the strain formulation: (1) To handle large rotation effects, the transverse shears
should contribute to in-surface, as well as normal-to-surface equilibrium; (2) To avoid
undue complexity in the strain equations due to accumulating shell midsurface deforma-
tions and associated nonlinearities, element local coordinate systems and incremental
displacements should be cartesian; (3) To facilitate implementation of an HMN type
constraint procedure, each increment of displacement should involve small rotations,
and updating of local cartesian coordinates should be carried out. These goals can be
}
Qt.
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achieved by deriving exact strain displacement equations of a shallow shell element in
cartesian coordinates, and dropping appropriate terms in the final result. The approach
taken is a combination of the incremental and total Lagrangian -pproaches since in-
cremental Lagrangian strain increments are used, and in addition total Lagrangian strain
d
is used in equilibrium checks during the nonlinear solution procedure,
1
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Consider the shell element shown in Figure 3 , The element is referred to two
coordinate systems. The x-y-z system is cartesian, and the x-y plane is called the
Focal baseplane of the element. The element in its initial unstrained state is
Kirchhoff Shell Theory
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displaced an amount G.,x° from the x-y plane. The protection of the x -y system
onto the midsurface of the shell element in its initial position defines the X
system, according to the equations;
where the superscripts denote the initial state of the element. Z is perpendicular
to x ,	 It is noted that X and y are slightly distorted scales of true length.
Points of the shell element located a distance Z above the midsurface of the shell
have the x -y-z locations
X M X 	 dx	 X
y°- y- ^ Jy ^ y -^^
d	 ^,
= 6j
After a deflection u, V. w, the coordinates of points on the shell are given by
X = X Qa tl —	 Gc3'^
	
+ U - '7- 6Y'	 C3 -3)
The directions of u, v, w are, respectively, the positive x, y, z axes. Thus,
cartesian displacements rather than the customary ones parallel and normal to the shell
surface are employed.
Before deformation, the base vectors of the curvilinear x i Y, z system are
etc,
9
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where i, j, k are the unit cartesion base vectors,
and, using the above notational shorthand,
y
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The quantities set off by commas are, respectively, the x, y, and z components of
the vectors. After deformation the base vectors are 	 A
q X - gx t ^^u	 1= car ), (v -^ wV 	 w - 9 X + ^X
9y — 9y tl(u.-4Ji.^^ Cv^,^CJ-..), ^] - 9y t by	 ^3 Z)	 .,
The metric tensor of the 9 , y , 7— coordinate system is defined by the scalar products
of the base -vectors,
i
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i	 fr	 Here, the subscripts denote x , y or	 It can be shown that for small deforma-
tions the strains which occur in passing from the undeformed to the deformed state
C	 are described by (Ref, 4
L
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Performing the indicated operations yields the results for the strain tensor for a
Kirchhoff shell theory
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for each increment will be obtained by updating immediately prior to the increment*. ^.
Under these conditions,	 the displacements u	 and	 v	 will be very small compared
to	 w,	 and the squares of their derivatives can be "neglected,	 The	 terms which are
neglectable are underlined.	 However,	 in the bending terms,	 the terms involving
-I
products of	 a	 and	 v	 derivatives with	 w and	 w°	 derivatives will be retained, u
as these terms provide x- and y-direction forces due to transverse shears, 	 the absence
of which in shallow shell theory can cause serious errors.	 With the approximations
indicated,	 the incremental equations are
xx
.^v (A 6J
*	 This updating is not a change in element shape; details are discussed later
in Section	 8.
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In these equations, w denotes the displacement normal to the xy plane, accum-
ulated prior to the incremental displacement under consideration. Note that
while the direct strains are actually physical strains, the shear strain
tensor values are half of the physical strain.
Consider Figure 4. Here a relatively large displacement of a beam element is
shown. The element is approximately inextensional, so that accompanying the
large w are necessarily large u displacements. It can be shown easily that
8u/8x is also large. If u and w are referred to the updated base plane which
corresponds to the end of the displacement and denoted, respectively by u and
w, then u becomes small and au/8x becomes negligible. This reasoning justifies
the use of the above strain equations, with the underlined terms neglected,
for the calculation of total strains corresponding to the end of an increment
and the associated updated base plane. This is important to avoid cumulative
updating of strains, which can cause relatively large errors.
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Shell With Transverse Shear Deformation
Figure	 5	 illustrates for an x-z section view the defo rmations considered in this
Y
section.
	 Again, u	 and	 w are cartesian.	 The rotation about the
	 y	 axis, ev
- —	 corril'ols the x=direci- on displacements of material points above and below the shell
midsurface, according to the right hand rule convention.
	 The coordinates of point's
on the shell are given ^y aC -^ ic_,'y	 y ^.ne= cam° since no e. or ey need be associ -
r	 ated with the initial shape, w°,	 After deformation, the material point coordinates are ?
X	 X + U + gy
o	 ^y= y	 v - z eX -19)
The base vectors are
X X	 L
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The strains are
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As before, the underlined terms and the higher order terms in Z' are neglected.
In this non -Kirchhoff ian case there exists a transverse
shear strain whose contribution to the energy of deformation will have to be handled
carefully (Ref, 5 ), because of its tendency to cause excessive stiffness.
The incremental equations are, dropping the noted terms
") Q ^I -1-ley +du ^ -ey ) o v ^cJ + ey)
xx
- u'o ey - V'Aex	 -
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As discussed above for the Kirchoffian case, total Lagrangian strains can be computed
from the above , provided that updating of the element baseplane coordinate system,
with the corresponding transformation of the total displacement components, is carried out.
Shallowness and Baseplane Derivatives
Recalling the definition of the coordinate system X , y
	
Z	 it is seen that the
mapping of the x-y system into the X -
 y -	 system has caused X and X , and also
and y 	 to have identical numerical values. Thus, all differentiations with respect
to X and y in the strain equations have identically the some values if they are re-
placed by, respectively, x and y differentiations. This is required because element
displacement functions will be expressed as functions of x and y•
In addition, for the strain tensor values given to be physical strains, it is necessary
that the metric tensor components g^ 	 and g22 be essentially unity. That is, it
is necessary for the lengths in the shell surface to be approximately unity;
17
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Thus, in identifying physical values with the strain tensor components, it is
3	
necessary that
CGjd^12 «'^ 7
For the work reported herein, this assumption is made based on the fact that aach
element, referred to its local baseplane, is very shallow, both before and after
deformation. Thus, all strain tensor values given are physical values. Note,
however, that the physical shear strains are twice the tensor values„
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Thus,, the strains can be written
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4.0 VIRTUAL WORK FORMULATION
The formulation of the elemental stiffness matrix which includes the HMN degrees
of freedom and the degrees of freedom to be reduced by minimum energy considera-
tions, is virtually identical for the triangular and quadrilateral shell elements. The
general formulation, proceeding from the virtual work expression, is presented in this
section. The details of individual matrices required by the particular element are
presented in Sections 6.0 and 7.0.
The virtual work is given by	
r
A
where the strain is expressed in terms of the displacement gradients as
_I	 or
(4 -3)	 M
P^	 I
For the triangle, the displacements can be written directly in terms of the generalized
degrees of freedom. The quadrilateral element, however, requires an additional
Jacobian type transformation from the displacement gradients in the parent element to the
displacement gradients in the local coordinate system. In general this can be written
as	 t
50-i 	 for the triangleeJ	 M [A
'f	 (.4 4)G 0Jm = f GOB	 for the quadrilateral
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The stresses are
^D'Q Q ^f (4 -7)
where LT is the initial stress and 4)o,'j is the matrix of material constants.
Substitutin g 	 above in the virtual work equationubstit t yieldsY
The incremental load deflection equation is required
L1^ - k4 1 a^^	 0-9)
7	 ^.. 1
J
where higher order products of the incremental displacements have been ignored.
This gross stiffness matrix includes the deformational degrees of freedom, 	 plus excess de-
grees of freedom associated with the minimum energy procedure, c( , and degrees of
freedom associated with the HMN constraints, P(,,. Changing from indicial notation
to matrix notation, the generalized degrees of freedom can be written in partitioned
form as
1
The triangular element is derived with several options as to the number of degrees
I	 of freedom to be constrained by HMN constraints, Consequently, the generalized
displacements cC, assume several forms to account for this variability. This is
discussed in greater detail in Section 6,2.
r
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The stiffness equation then has the form
1I
In general, the HMN constraint can be written as
t'
r_ ,_,	 (A S	 7 r	 ,.'.
b R,
P
°	 The HMN constrained stiffness matrix is then`
K I = e
 1	 Dd L 1 ^) -
Finally, the minimum energy degrees of freedom	 6< 6 ,	 are reduced out by standard
procedures to yield the stiffness matrix W1
r	 ll 	 ^ r
This matrix relates the generalized degrees of freedom to 	 the associated generalized
4
forces.	 For the quadrilateral thegeneralized degrees of freedom 	 can be written 4
directly in terms of the nodal degrees of freedom,
	
The triangle,	 however,	 is
derived in terms of the deformational degrees of freedom and these degrees of freedom
must be supplemented by the rigid body degrees of freedom
where[ T1	 =[ I a	 for the quadrilateral.
Applying this transformation yields the elemental stiffness matrix
[^<	 -	 r,	 r	 CK	 [T*] 1.7)
relating elemental nodal forces to elemental nodal degrees of freedom.
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5.0
	 HMN Methodology
r
	
5.1	 Background
The incorporation of nonlinear terms in the strain displacement equations can give rise
to problems of excessive stiffness of finite element models for some large deflection
problems. This difficulty was discussed first by Mallett(Ref
	 6 ), and later by
 '	 Haftka, Mallett, and Nachbar (Ref	 1 ). These authors found that poor problem
solution accuracy was obtained for large deflection and post buckling problems of beams,
and formulated a procedure for eliminating the problem. They called the resulting
element a "stability element."
F	
I
The formulation of Haftka, Mullett. and Nachbar (HMN method ) can be simply
explained as follows. The axial strain for small rotations and strains for a beam element
is given by the formula.
as	 /1 w-1-	
`5_
-1)
Customarily, u is linear in x, and U is cubic. The functional form of 6x
 is therefore:
from u, constant; from er, through the fourth degree in x. This situation holds also for
the linearized incremental case,
through the product (
C dAGT^
ox
The result of this situation is that, if the Ex strains due to	 are retained in their
	 ^?
then
entirety,/superimposed on the constant strain due to d- are in general, first, second,
"	 third, and fourth degree-in-x terms due to 	 The strain energy, since it is a
22
J f
k
t'
i
quadratic form, is necessarily increased by these additional terms, even if their average
I'	 should be zero. This fact, of course, clearly indicates that the element, and associated
finite element models, are too stiff.
j	 The formulation given by Haftka, Mallett, and Nochbar avoids this difficulty by intro--
.	 t
ducing supplemental. u displacements which include functions of the .second through the
fifth degree in x. Through the term, thesefunctions create strains of the first
r".=sue
through fourth degrees, which are sufficient to compensate the element for the higher
degree ( A ) type terms. The authors impose the axial equilibrium equation,,
a 6x	_
dX }Px -p
to solve for the amplitudes of the supplemental u functions. This use of the equilibrium
equation is equivalent to minimizing the total potential energy of the element, i.e.,
to an elemental level reduction of the supplemental u freedoms.
(5-3)
It is noted that in the case of the beam element no inter-element incompatibilities can
result from the above equilibrium, or minimum energy, conditions. This results from
the fact that the	 supplemental functions cause no nodal displacement, i.e., the
supplemental functions involve only internal displacements. In attempting to apply the
HMN procedure to plate or shell elements, this latter convenience does not occur. For
these cases, the high degree nonlinear strains due to the tj derivatives occur not only
within the element, but also on its edges. Thus the supplemental u and v functions
must be nonzero both inside the element and on its edges, and the matter of inter-
element compatibility must be considered. In addition, the high degree nonlinear
M a
1
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strains which are to be "controlled" by the supplemental functions are now functions of
two spatial coordinates instead of only one, with considerable attendant difficulty.
For these reasons, the details of the application of the HMN procedure to plate and
shell elements are not straightforward. The overall procedure is reasonably clearcut,
however, and is briefly explained below.
5.2	 Selection of HMN Functions
We began by illustrating the selection of HMN functions by a simple example, and
then proceed to a more general discussion. In cartesian coordinates, the nonlinear
uJ derivative terms are lax l	 (d	 ,and	^^^	 contributing, respectively,
to 6X , 61 , and 6x, . Similar terms apply to the incremental strains, with the
linearized 46y, term being, for example, JjC,,r}( c)A4)^ These types of terms create
high degree polynomial strains illustrated by the following several equations, which
are representative for a finite element bending formulation
C = (/-y)() X,
c?c.T
	
	
C5- 4)
J
6x nonlinearyy
In this example, the nonlinear EH is of the second degree in ^ and X . Presuming
that the basic element u displacement function has the form
	
u= (CLt- bX)CctQ(,X)	 ^5-_5-)
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The basic strain four is
Thus the only 6, strain which can be provided by the basic • function is the one
linear in V above, and the supplemental U function, here called a , must provide
the terms listed below if it is to cancel out completely the higher degree nonlinear
strains,
LC ,.X y x, y x J	 cs -7)
The u functions are of course one degree higher in X than those of Eg.; 	
fN	 3
These U functions are seen to contain the lowest degree in X member, X .
This is a consequence of the example chosen for illustration, in which the UY function
also
is not complete. In an actual element derivation, w• would/contain also linear in X
terms, and :	 these in combination with the second degree term would result
strain terms containing X and hence the necessity for U terms like X
This simple example suggests a procedure for choosing the polynominal forms of the
supplemental a and v functions. The steps involved are:
I .	 Identify polynomial forms of basic element strain
2,	 identify polynomial forms of nonlinear strains due to cS, -A &J-
3.
	
	 Construct supplemental u , V such that the combinations u+o V+v
contain strains of polynomial degrees through the highest nonlinear
_'i]..LL.diLI I..Y II.L} b^. ^ , 	 v^AL'>stA _	 -... 	 =:.sv. .^,	 —...	 -	 _	 -.
i J	 f
4.	 Examine the constructed functions to assure that they form a complete
3
l	 set with no intermediate omitted terms, and augment the function set
Y
if necessary to assure this.
Y }
This last step poses particular difficulties, which are discussed briefly below.` f
The procedure above can be followed rather easily for any type of element under
4..
development.	 In general, however, it must be followed by an additional task which is a`'
highly element dependent, and here lies the essential difficulty in HMN function f
development.	 The difficulty lies in the fact that u and V functions must be constructed
which, in combination with u and v , form a complete set; and which also do not con-
tribute to the displacements, such as nodal freedoms, which characterize the basic
element u. and V functions.	 In general this means that to and V must consist partly
of purely internal (pillow) functions, plus other forms which accomplish the needed sa
4
deformations of the sides of the element, without causing any changes in the values of 1
the basic element freedoms.	 The pillow functions are needed to make the total
	
u..+- Ct,
and	 sets complete.	 The values of u and V along the sides are also subject to
the completeness requirement, as well as the requirement to be independent by a and
V .	 Thus the u and v forms, which as developed in the procedure given are simple
polynomial	 forms, must be manipulatdd into element dependent forms suitable for the
particular element under development. 	 This is best illustrated by two examples, given
here for functions of a single variable, but capable of generalization to the case of
two spatial variables.	 Figure	 6	 shows a case in which the basic a function is
cubic and L must contain terms through the fifth degree, due to a cubic form of 4f .
This is a casein which the element freedoms are nodal displacements and first
ti
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derivatives. The task here is to construct fourth and fifth degree functions which do
not affect values of the displacements and their first derivatives at the ends x = + 1 .
They have been constructed simply by inspection, and are shown in the figure. Note
that all polynominal degrees from the zeroth through the fifth are represented by the
combined L; and u , in order to obtain a complete set of functions.
Figure - 7	 is a case in which the element basic freedoms make use of a midside node.
The basic u and GAT functions are quadratic, and a cubic a is required. For elements
belonging to a family with nodes located along the sides, for example the isoparametric
family, it is most convenient to construct the higher degree supplemental functions by
conceptually adding more nodes along the sides. Thus, in Figure 7
	
, the basic
element has a single midside node and quadratic displacement functions. The addition
of the supplemental u is to be accomplished by adding more side nodes. A cubic u
is needed, and hence two nodes in the interior of the side would be sufficient. This
is not a desirable arrangement, however, because the center node should be retained.
The addition of two nodes proves workable. The resulting set of five nodes on a side,
including the corner nodes, is capable of representing a fourth degree polynominal,
whereas only a cubic is required. This is not a real difficulty, however, and the
indicated cubic shape for u. provides the necessary function. This shape has the
necessary zero displacement of the end and center nodes. Thus, in using additional
side nodes as an aid to construct the supplementary functions, it is not necessary to
form the highest degree function of which the nodal arrangement is capable.
i
A
l
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Suppose as a further example that a quartic were needed. In this case the two quartic
diagrams shown in the figure would be used. These two shapes together contain a cubic
and a symmetrical quartic, as is easily verified by forming the quantities
,^ f
I'.
is
x(x-( x -;(x -1) -x(x-4^Cx
36.
The use of these functions therefore makes unnecessary the explicit use of the cubic form.
This example shows the advantage of the procedure of constructing HMN functions by
adding midside nodes consistent with the nodal arrangements of an isoparametric family.
This procedure has readily provided cubic and quartic forms, while simultaneously
omitting all terms of the basic displacement functions, simply by assigning displacements
to all nodes other than those which participate in the basic function shapes.
The matter of the required pillow functions is usually resolvable based on consideration
of what pillow functions would be required for a higher order finite element whose basic
N	 n/
displacement functions include polynominal forms of degree comparable to u and v .
Thus for the second case above, pillow functions corresponding to a higher order (5 nodes
per side) isoparametric element would be used. For the first case above, if for example
a triangular element based on area coordinates is being developed, the known pillow
functions of higher degree area coordinate forms can be used.
The above discussion has illustrated by example two methods for constructing HMN
supplementary functions. One method is applicable to cases in which element freedoms
include displacements and displacement derivatives at corner nodes, and the other two
cases in which displacements of both corner and intra-side nodes are used as basic
29
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a freedoms. In each case, the procedure begins by constructing functions of the needed
polynomial degree along the sides of the element, while causing no displacements of
the basic element type, and achieves completeness of the u.+u and V+V sets by adding
i
pillow functions as needed. This procedure meets the conditions which, at the present 	 r,
rk
stage of development, appear necessary in HMN function methodology.
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5.3	 HMN Constraints
The added displacement freedoms introduced as HMN functions must be constrained or
solved for as a part of the finite element formulation or solution process. There are
several alternatives here, and generally the approach to this problem is not straight-
forward. Some of the relevant details are discussed in this section, and further detail
F
l
C
f
is given in the later sections dealing with the two shell elements developed in the subject
research.
The use of the HMN functions is a recognition of the need for highly competent membrane
displacement functions in nonlinear bending problems. These functions can be thought
of as simply added displacement freedoms, and subjected to inter-element compatibility
requirements and solved for in the global solution process. In this case the HMN con-
straint methodology would not exist as such. However, this approach has the drawback
of increasing problem size; it is desirable to keep to a minimum the number of global
freedoms, in addition, the philosophy underlying the HMN functions--that these
functions are to remove complex forms and keep the strains in the element simple--
suggests that the HMN functions be dealt with on the elemental level and that the basic
element membrane functions are sufficient in the global solution process.
31
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Elemental level HMN constraints can be of two types: 	 minimum total potential energy
p
(equi'librium); and restrictions on the functional forms of the membrane strains. 	 The two
3
approaches can be used together in a single element derivation, operating on different
Y
S
{ HMN freedoms.	 In both cases, consideration must be given to the implied inter-element
displacement incompatibilitieL- which are implied by the constraint procedure. 	 The y
>
^_	 • specific strain constraint . . is considered first. w	 M
Suppose that the membrane strains, sayc^K 	due to, respectively, the basic element
functions, the HMN a functions, and the bending	 functions are given by
M I	 Ak
,a
m-a	 n=o
M	 ^/
U
mcp	 n+p r
GJ,,,, n X n+
mna	 n=o
y._
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In these forms, x and y are spatial variables and the double subscripted Lk, t.), , and
61 are coefficients which depend on the element freedoms of the type a, U , and
4
i cj , respectively. The upper limits of the sums have been set by the choices of basic
element functions and the HMN functions. Note that for the first summation, the
limits M 1 and N 1 are small numbers like 1 or 2, while the values M 2 and N2 are
r
	
	
larger, like 4 or 5, and that these upper limit values are the same for the second and
third summations. The latter condition it will be recalled was set by the choice of the
HMN functions.
r	 N
One approach to the HMN constraint procedure is to simply equate coefficients
and G3h„ for those strain: contributions which are of higher degree than M 1 and N1,
i.e.,
u 
rri r7 - -w}n	 m 7 M 1
J	 o
In the first case above, while m ?M,, h may be any value; and in the second case the
similar condition on m and n occurs. This approach generates a large number of
equations and generally involves duplicate constraints, i.e., singularities of the con-
straint equations. It has been tried and found unworkable in the cases attempted. The
procedure amounts to a complete elimination of high degree strains everywhere in the
element (above M 1 and N 1 levels). It appears that such an approach would be success-
ful , and it is not clear why it failed to work out. It is recommended that this approach
be given consideration in possible future work on HMN elements, since alternative approaches
provide only a partial elimination of the high degree strains, and thus would appear to be
inferior.
33
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Another, simpler approach ik to eliminate the nigh degree strains along specific lines in
the elements. For example, the high degree X forms can be eliminated along a set of
lines y`yl , ^= J^ etc. This takes the form
	
N^	 J	 Na
l U ,,,h / Xm tL— ^G3,,nV nlX m - Q	 nt> 1
	
r1-0	 n=o
N^,	
1	 NL	 }
n=o	 fl-0
This results in fewer and more easily formulated constraint equations and is a much simpler
procedure overall than the one first described. If enough lines, i.e., values 
y l' y21
etc., are used, it should give an excellent control of the high degree strains. In order
I
to relate the two procedures dl oscribed above, it is noted that if the strain due to U and
CeT , say x , is known to vary as a quadratic in 	 , then the constraint should be
applied along three	 = constant lines, i.e., y = ^^	 yz	 and J3 should be used.
Fewer /i values fail to give complete control, and more yi values necessarily pro
duce singularities in the constraint equations.
This example i'nvolves control of the Xm functional forms of the x-direction strain fix;
the lines in the element are in the some direction as the strain itself. Of course,
additionally	 could also be controlled in the behavior 91 along specific lines
X = X, Xy	 etc. But if the number of ^a lines chosen is adequate to represent the
known	 functional behavior, as illustrated above for a quadratic form, then this two-
direction control of Ex would likely (or certainly) produce singularities in the constraint
equations.
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For the control of the shear strain, exy , a similar procedure can be used,
and in this case the two control has been used without intro-
ducing singularities. Thus, for exy the polynomial forms y  are controlled
along x=xl ,x2 ...	 and the forms xn are controlled along the lines y=yl' y2 ..
This is done for the values of n which exceed those provided by simply the
basic element membrane displacement functions.
a
Control of 
c
  follows the analogous pattern to that of eX.
The above described procedures refer to rectangular elements, for which the
directions of the strains and the directions of the element sides coincide.
For triangular elements a procedure has been used in which the HMN functions
control strains along the sides of the element and are again handled as
described above. Hence, if s denotes the coordinate along a side and n the
coordinate normal to a side, the strain e s and esn can be controlled along
all three sides. Isoparametric quadrilateral elements also deal with strain
directions which differ from the directions of the element sides. In this
case a feasible procedure appears to be to impose the HMN constraints on the
"parent" element, and carry the derived constraint equations on for use in
the subsequent distorted elements. The above completes the discussion of
HMN function constraints based on explicit consideration of the forms of
the strain functions. The procedures discussed are illustrative in nature
rather than steps of an established methodology. Inventiveness has been
found to be required for two dimensional HMN element development.
The imposing of HMN function constraints by means of minimum energy
condition is a formal methodology which can be applied without particular
difficulty. It is briefly discussed below. This constraint amounts to a
A	 set of equilibrium
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conditions, and is therefore the type of approach originally adopted for beams by the
authors of References 1 and 6 . However, for two dimensional elements it
raises questions of inter-element displacement compatibility. These are discussed in
Section 5.4.
The minimum energy control of the high degree strains amounts to an elemental level
f^.	 reduction of the U and Y freedoms. Thus, if the complete element stiffness matrix is
part'i'tioned in the form
, 1ia 1 k6
(g--14)
_i
where the lower rows pertain to the U and Y freedoms, the constrained stiffness
matrix refering to the basic elements u , Y , and 0 functions above has the familiar
fo rm
"a6 k46 k6l.	 (5-13)
This approach tends to produce an overly flexible element due to inter-element displace-
ment incompatibilities.
5.4	 Inter-Element Displacement Compatibility
HMN function ., constraints either by explicit strain function control or by the minimum
energy conditions may create inter-element displacement incompatibilities. This
difficulty can be largely avoided in the former procedure by a careful selection of the
specific strain controls imposed, tit the expense of relaxing some of the desired controls
7
36'
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on the high degree strain functions. It cannot be so directly avoided in the minimum
energy approach. This section discusses the inter-eiement compatibility matter and
provides recommendations for preferred strain control constraints.
v-
Consider Figure
	
8	 Line a-b is the side of an element, and coordinate axes x and y a^°e
perpendiculctr and parallel to a-b, Jhe basic element' functions are denoted by u, v, and
W, and have amplitudes defined by the nodal freedoms. Consider the determination of
the supplementary function v , which involves displacements parallel to the side a-b.
The strain (5y is completely controlled by the displacements V , v and the slope dy .
The value of V determined by HMN constraints imposed on Ey is completely controlled
by ^y , since the HMN constraints only apply to those high degree polynomial i
forms which are unaffected by the lower order basic function V . Hence the v function
along a-b will be identical for the elements on the left and on the right of a-b, because
r)C'r is necessarily the same for these two elements. Still further information concerningT
V is available, however. Since V is determined not only along a-b, but also throughout
the adjoining elements, for example by constraints imposed on E  along lines a,-b, , 0-1-6z.
d V-
in the figure, it is possible to draw conclusions concerning cTX—Not only does the
correspondence
P a_{,	 ay q C,
v(A.T
hold, but, provided '/ has been given x-direction variation comparable to that of di
also the first term Taylor expansion holds, and
N
k	 ^
t
VQ-e + lax /a-^ ^1.-'
fay
 a^b 14
y, ay l^ X	 ^^-^5)
	
`	 v-b
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Thus, it can be concluded that
r LV 1 .---+.	 f acr
r) x /a-b	 y` a X a-b (- -1r')
in which the order of differentiation has been exchanged. Since ^ is
Z	 Jvacontinuous	
4,-
 across a-b,a dri	
is also continuous, it can be concluded that
_	 Y
as well as V is continuous across the line a-b. It is noted that 	 can be discor;-
tinuous across a-b; this is required to allow equilibrium for the case of a y-direction
ti
line load along a-b. The continuity of W- across a-b will in general be approximate,
N
as it depends on the competence of V as a function of x in each element and also on
the exactness with which continuity of —`x is enforced. Nevertheless, clearly ax
tends toward continuity between adjoining elements, across x = constant lines.
Consider next HMN constraints on the shear strain E X y . The relevant high degree forms
contain contributions from	 / vur and from da and av . Continuity between(7—K) 1 y	 x
the elements on the left and on the right of line a-b occurs exactly foF 	 and approxi-
mately or exactly for 	 depending on the particular finite element formulation
employed. Hence DL +- 	 is essentially continuous across a-b. It has been seen
ay	 ax
that d^ is at least approximately continuous, and hence also '
	
is continuous
across a-b. Since 
^u 
is continuous across a-b, and since ( vanishes at the nodes a and
y
b, U itself is necessarily continuous across a-b, or at leacl* approximately so.
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It has been seen that HMN constraintson Ey and	 along x = constant lines pro-
M
vides exact or approximate compatibility of u and v between elements across these
same lines as inter-element boundaries. It remains to consider the use of an HMN con-
straint on X along an x = constant line, for example line a-b in Figure 8
	
This
strain constraint relates	 a " and	 Since the latter is continuous, or approxi--
ax	 e)X
mately so, across a-b, this constraint makes ax	 approximately continuous across
a-b. This particular result is not really essential, inter-element continuity of u and
V already  having been obtained, and hence the use of such an HMN constraint, i.e.,
on an extensional strain whose fiber direction is normal to the line along which the con-
straint is imposedf is not recommended. The likelihood of dependent constraint equations
together with the lack of basic need for this constraint are the basis for this
recommendation.
One further matter concerning explicit strain constraints and inter-element compatibility
needs discussion. Consider again the constraint on 6111 along line a-b in Figure
	 8
For the higher degree polynomiaL. forms in y, the strain is defined by
1 .4	 ^/
and	
^y t X
	
and the discussion given earlier applies. However fox the highest
degree x basic function in sXyand the lowest degree x HMN function in exyr
	due, respectively, to the terms	 3u	 and-	 pa x	 there is a special
problem. For this particular polynominal degree only, an HMN constraint condition
would involve the correspondence
	
+ aXX	 --- ax ^^y 	 (Y-17)
in which both basic functions and HMN functions are involved. The term !i'4
	is not
y
in general continuous across line a-b in the figure, and hence for this particular
^,	
Y 1
A
_, a
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polynomial term neither would ^x be continuous.	 The major difficulty in
application of this constraint is that it is inconsistent with the constraintbased on 6y
and involving -2Z 	 a form which is a function of x. As discussed earlier, the
constraint tends to match up the x-directional functional forms of ay and j
while imposing equality of their y-direction polynomial coefficients. The lowest
degree E.ny HMN constraint terms oppose this x-functional form match-up, and
thus can be expected to cause difficulties in the HMN constraint equation set. It
is recommended that the lowest degree Exy HMN constraint be omitted. No inter-
element displacement compatibilities will be caused by this omission.
Finally, the matter of constraint of the HMN functions by minimum energy conditions
requires discussion. In this procedure, 	 the element is effectively made as flexible as
possible by setting the u and v freedoms to values which minimize the strain energy.
It is virtually guaranteed that the result of this constraint applied to HMN edge
functions will be inter--element displacement discontinuities. The possibility is strong
in	 this case that an	 excessively flexible element will 	 result. Therefore, minimum
energy constraints on HMN functions are only recommended for the	 internal (pillow
function) freedoms of the HMN set.
The above rationale for the inter-element continuity of V due to an E Sn constraint
is dependent on the continuity of a„ '^ If all the HMN constraints are as des-
cribed, with, in particular, Es conditions imposed on Lines parallel to the
side , this continuity should be obtained. However, it may occur that the internal,
pillow-type HMN functions are controlled not by explicit strain constraints but by
Here v is normal to the side, u is parallel to the side, consistent with
definition used in the element derivation.
41
a
rminimum energy conditions.	 In this case,	 if these pillow functions are capable of
t	
Y
non zero	
Dn	
on the element edges, then the reasoning leading to continuity
of v	 based on an
	
65,, constraint becomes less certain.
	
The difficulty is that
constraints are operating on
	 a	 which do not necessarily produce 	 ^ n	 inter-
4
relement continuity. 	 It would appear that even in this case,	 if explicit	 L-s	 con-
straints are	 imposed along lines parallel to the sides, 	 then continuity of	 - and
hence of v
	
through an
	 6sp constraint, would be obtained. 	 For the triangular -
element described in Section 6,	 however,	 this is not the case. Here, F
-T	 constraints are only -
used along the sides themselves,	 and minimum energy conditions control
the pillow functions.
	
In this case it would have to be determined by numerical
experimentation whether the combination of 	 tF5 	and	 F- 5,,, constraints, with minimum a
energy	 internal function constraints,	 yields satisfactory results. 	 In	 the	 initial	 formu-
lation of the triangle done	 in this contract,	 not only E S	 and	 Es,,, but also	 6n
explicit strain constraints were 	 imposed along the sides. 	 it has been verified that this u
was unsatisfactory.	 Inter-element incompatibilities of 	 v	 occurred,	 and the resulting
element was too flexible.
	
Consequently, V
	
was omitted along the sides of the element.
5,5	 Total HMN Functions and Constraints
The foregoing has tacitly dealt with application of the HMN procedures to incremental
finite element calculations. 	 A subsequent section of this report will deal with iterative
corrections of incremental solutions in order to avoid accumulating errors due to step-
wise linearization._
	
It is noted here that the HMN function magnitudes are also subject
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	 to accumulating error, and that they also should be improved through iterative
corrections. All the HMN methodology given in the earlier sections applies equally
to total or incremental strains, and thus is applicable to iterative calculations.
5.6	 Stiffness Matrix Development Sequence
HMN constraints can be applied at the outset of the elemental stiffness matrix calculation,
or they can be applied after the elemental matrix is calculated. In the first case, the
stiffness matrix never involves, explicitly, the HMN freedoms, as they have been made
dependent on the basic element freedoms before the matrix generation. In the second
N
case, the elemental matrix is initially derived in terms of all the Ul , v , Wr , u and
freedoms, as though they were independent, and the constraint is accomplished later
in a standard stiffness matrix transformation.
Those HMN freedoms which are to be eliminated by minimum energy constraints are always
handled in a way similar to the second procedure. The elemental matrix is developed
retaining these freedoms, and their elimination is then accomplished by matrix partitioning
and a standard elemental level reduction. The second type of procedure has been used in
the Mork of this contract for all HMN function determination.
The HMN equations and their use to constrain the stiffness matrix are outlined
briefly below. In the discussion, the unknowns {paa } are the coefficients of
the HMN functions used to obtain explicit control of the strains along the
t
sides of the element. The unknowns {Aab} are the coefficients of HMN functions
which are entirely interior to the element, i.e., *which vanish on the sides of
the element. Since the derivatives of the functions corresponding to the
{oab } do not necessarily vanish on the sides of the element, the specific HMN
equations involve {Aab} as well as {Aaa}. The {Oq*} and {q*} contribute the
strains due to the bending rotations.
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In general, the HMN equations can be put in the form
	
[H] ^Q as - [No] n x b	^" [HICK )] Z	 (s- z ^^	 .^
where [ H ] is a square matrix. Consequently,
-k-
^ OC4/[N40 o^	 + CH]"^ CN 1 	 )^	 ^^	 Gs-1^s
Expand these matrices by adding columns of zeros such that
	
a	 d '` `^	 a'
e	 1
or
r
	
	
^
b
Then expand with the identity matrix to obtain the constraint equation
oC b	 C*	 d oC e
	
oC 6
	
(' - ^ 	
7
which is used to obtain the HMN constrained stiffness matrix. 	 a
Cx ^ ^ [c ^' Cl{ ^^cr}	 ;
;a
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6,0	 TRIANGULAR SHELL ELEMENT
a
The goal in developing the triangular element was to obtain a relatively simple q
nonlinear shell element incorporating an HMN capability, 	 The HMN methodology
t
requires that relatively high degree membrane displacement functions be used,
particularly if the basic element normal displacement functions contain high degree
r^
4	 forms,	 For this reason,	 a relatively simple basic element was desired, and the ti	 .
BCIZ element was decided upon (Ref 2 ), 	 Simplifications related to a shallow r`
shell	 theory but not subject to all of the shallow shell approximations were desired,
This was accomplished through the use of a particularly advantageous set of strain
x
displacement equations,	 described earlier in Section 3,
The HMN methodology was incomplete at the start of this work, having been previously
formulated only for beam elements.	 For this reason, a number of options were re-
tained in the element formulation,
	
relative to HMN functions and constraints, 	 Cal-
l
culations have been made to evaluate several of these options. 	 The basic approach
to the HMN procedure is outlined in Section 5,
z	 1
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6.1	 ASSUMED DISPLACEMENT SHAPESj
t ^'
The transverse displacement is assumed to be that of the BCIZ element, Reference
2	 The displacement is composed of two parts, a rigid body translation, wk.
and a deformational displacement w*.
—	 4
GJ = LJ" + C.l'
3
LBO Ham; ®^* 1° L ec^x^ O^;,rX ^4krka
Lo z e e^ (= I oe-y, aury, ou.. 5 j
FZ,	 x2-1\S(ZSz¢2. J f ^+2	 4,
yppy 	 ,	 ^ x	 ,	 .)p , 1p \Jz _i 3 +	 xZ ^f 2 ^^	 l e ^^ ^^ Z ^t +o t cl 3 /
FS yyl CJJ	 ^^ ^1 J Z ^3) + `yJ ^+ 3 ^2, ^.. ^^ *+7 S3!
F'6= , Xt 3	 3 ^^ ` z	 J L J 1+Xzsta^Jr`^z	 k
The functions f; have the characteristic that they are zero at each of the nodes
and the derivatives with respect to x and y are zero at each of the nodes
t^  x
except at a node where eery; or et rx, is nonzero.
Along each side of the element w is a co.aplete cubic, taking the form of
the conventional beam bending displacement shape expressed in terms of area
coordinates. The interior cubic forms are an incomplete cubic. This results
from a constraint imposed in Reference 2 to assure that constant curvature
states are available.
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The membrane type displacements u and v have the same form as the transverse
	
displacement w with some additions. The basic constant strain state u, v 	 is
added to a deformational state u*, v*, In addition, there are interior fifth order
w
pillow functions u
	
and fourth and fifth order edge functions u e , v 	 where
m m
m denotes an edge. Referring to Figure 9 , the displacements are written
T U,e
(6-2)
V V+ V V r ^' ^ Tv J Vie
_ 3
u =	 U;
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The HMN functions are required to control fourth degree strains, and hence
need to be of the fifth degree in the area coordinates.	 Along the sides,	 the
uti
needed forms are >
rte.,:
and
f
J
where	 ri	 take the values 1, 2, 3 and m #n	 These functions have zero
values and zero derivatives at the nodes, and thus do not interfere with the basic V
element freedoms. Each function also is non-zero on only a single side. 	 For
example,	 (^, ^ z )^ and	 (^ ^z ) . 0^- Viz ) are non-zero on only the side opposite
the number 3 node,
The interior functions required to complete the displacement set through the fifth
degree are
3
and
J V- ^^
in which	 and the indices take the values 1, 2, 3,
their first derivatives are zero at all the nodes,
((.-7)
06 - 8)
These functions and
The interior functions describe membrane displacements in the element local coordin-
ate directions. However, the edge functions are used to define displacements referred
to coordinate axes which are local to the sides themselves, Thus, S and n denote,
respgctively, local side coordinates along and normal to a side, and', and VPe
denote the HMN edge functions parallel and normal to the f th side. The side
l	 functions (^ ^„ )? and	 are used ^o create four functions; two each
for each of	 and Vp^	 where the subscript of 0 denotes the side opposite
i
^	 r
1+	 so
,_..a{w /l'41`? >`k ' "_trk5 5 s: m. ^	 K -	 ^'(:`.^'	 As 1.. it	 ., .....
A
y;
f
node -P , and .p ym1n. These edge HMN functions have non-zero values along
a single side and decrease to zero at the other sides. Each side in turn has
such functions, aligned parallel and normal to the side. Clearly, no generality
is lost in choosing the side-oriented directions; they are a matter of convenience in
implementation of the explicit HMN constraints.
There are a total of 24 HMN functions, of which 12 are interior, and 12 are side
functions. Note, all of these functions are always used in calculations, however.
The computer program has various options on HMN function retention and constraints.
In particular, the side functionsV^; are in some cases omitted.
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6.2	 ELEMENT DERIVATION
Y
The basic triangular element is derived with several options for handling the excess
generalized degrees of freedom. Both minimum energy constraints and HMN constraints
are applied to the excess degrees of freedom to reduce the gross 51 by 51 stiffness
matrix to the final 27 by 27 elemental stiffness matrix. The program options designate
which, if any, of the excess degrees of freedom will be HMN constrained, with the
remaining degrees of freedom reduced through minimum energy. There are presently
four:. such options available. This will be clarified as the derivation proceeds.
A,
The virtual work expressions presented,in Section 4,0 are applicable to both the tri-
angular and quadrilateral shell elements. The stiffness matrix was obtained in a
general form in Equation(4 - 44 which is repeated here fo r clarity,
s	 0
K,^{ = Z aY; o05k ate' ao^ 	 C+^ GS A1, ;^ 0 dxd3A (6-9)
From Equation(4-4), the GO matrix has the form
(,qo;j + P I ij V^ CV^r
Particular application of this equation to the triangular element displacement functions,
Section 6.1,	 and the details of the derivation are contained in this section,
= [Gol
^S =	 u ^uK euy, ^, evX, OVy, ca r, ^,a x v
u2 SuX^ uy^ ...	 ^,yL
u3e,^y^
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The form of the GO matrix is given in the Appendix, Section 12,2, Similarly,
the AO and Al matrices for the triangle can be directly written from Equation(4 -2) as
a I - ^ Ao;J fR1Jk9'	 i»
where	 r
L 8E J = LLlE., AEyy AE.Y 6 IKXX AKyyaKxy J	 L6- -14)
and LBJ was defined in Equation( ,.-1I). Explicit forms for AO and Al are given
in the Appendix, Section 12,3;, The curvatures 	 x Kyy Kxy are related to the	 s..
bending strains by	
_ Z ^xx e+c-,	 Also, physical strains are used instead of tensor strains. 	 I J01
Finally, the stress-strain relation is given in Equation(4-7)as
p; = 6 ° 4 00i ., A U
where
L o- J ' L N, Ny Nay Mx M, Mxy
	Lo-°j L N^ N^ Nx M ° M' Mt	
C^-16)
E
y	 y	 y	 y
3
and the matrix of material constants [DO]  is given in the Appendix, Section 12.4. 	 ;.
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With these matrices, the gross stiffness matrix of Equation (c-9)con be generated,
This matrix is of 51 by 51 order involving the deformational degrees of freedom LS "J
and the generalized degrees of freedom Loeb - o<,J. At this point the concept of
HMN type constraints is introduced. The HMN constraints are applied to the LoC4^
degrees of freedom and result in equations of the form
[Hj	 +	 4 6)	 (G- 17
e
whe re
Low X I ^W'yr , Qwxe j D uryz r ^^xs ^ur.^s	 (6-1 s}
As indicated in Section 5,6, these equations can be put in the form
L^ oC b 	 ^C ] (G- 13)
e a. Q 	° °`
and the HMN constrained stiffness matrix is then Equation
C K I LE I TCk1 CCJ	 ^^_20)
Four, options are available for the constraint procedure as indicated in Equations (.6-11)
and (-^2) e All of the lo<aj and L c<j degrees of freedom are eliminated either
through HMN constraints or minimum energy reduction,
Lc<aJ LNULL JOption 0:	 1  O	 No HMN constraints 	 (-2ti)
Lo4b i L o(,= c,,e: o<p^
Option 1 : L^ ^ J	 L °^3 J
	Only normal strain constraints enforced
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Option 2:	 L AC s 1	 °^Z t ° C; J Normal, tangent, and shear stwin'r x r  
L ^bJ —
	
J	
constraints enforced,
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Option 3s Lp(^	 p(J, Only normal strain constraints enforco
^ oc b J 0,	 L C	
b2 Q' b, ^C 1X (a	 IXCn/z 19
ffi
For Option 3, the six generalized degrees of freedom corresponding to the norrr
edge displacement, V 	 set equal to zero,	 i.e.,	 d id ,	 d 12 ,	 d2 ^, d22, dy
d32	 are zero.	 The remaining set of displacement functions	 !-^ , t'o-
	
UL t LIL	 v
V
	
used in conjunction with the E s
 HMN constraint yields a fully
compatible element. The gross stiffness matrix is of order 45 by 45 when the r
rows and columns have been deleted,
y
l
5
^a
^	 r
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Options Of  and 3 are subsets of Option 2 ; consequently the most general
constraints will be developed and the subsets will be obvious.
The constraint equations are obtained by the procedure developed in Section 5.0,
As applied to the triangle, the incremental membrane strains along the three edges
can be written
d au	 aev X a^,r adw- akr	 -70(, Jn`-) + C6500A atenon -^-^ M ^nTm> t ^<M, an 	 ^6-2 5^51 o( 
^^raauc ,^
	
° amtcr	 d Cr a e^.rd ES	 J s ^,K^ ^- d s cam, v- Sz"Mt t- aSz^ > d—^'^r 	 (^ - 26)
	
rM^ aeu <M^	 aov+M> 	 aAiA	 aauz 	aevzA ES„ 
- do+,^-^ + - s M, -`-. cos C<M anz"^„ — Sin oCM 	 f" SJn oCm dam,^h^	 ^ 7)C^- 
aev l 	 '9 to 0 a11GT aw° av c.T	 vtJ aaW
	
t cvs ^
	
..+M S M) 'i-' aST) d 	 9"	 At)	 ) as rM, ; ^ M)
C)	 d d cJ
where S and n denote edge tangents and normals, M in parenthesis indicates an
edge as illusted in Figure 9
	
Application of Equation(6-2^to the three edges of
'	 s	 y
the triangle and equating to zero the multipliers of the terms	 and 
^
"S,,4.1
yields two equations per edge or a total of six equations for the Coca] 	 unknowns
(along edge M , ^,,, = 0 and ^ r+ ,+ ^M+z 1 , therefcre the equations can be expressed
in terms -of the one variable ^M+i ), Similarly, application of Equations ^6-zs) and (x-27}
on the three edges and equating to zero the multipliers of the terms IM F and M,.,
yields an additional twelve equations. The basis for these equations is summarized
in fable 1	 With the derivatives of the area coordinates with respect to the edge
coordinates summarized in Table 2 and the displacements defined in Equations(.9-1),(.c-3)j
a major algebraic effort yields the HMN equations in the form of Equation(6-W. These
equations are presented in the Appendix, Section 12,5:, Application of these constraints
yields the stiffness matrix in the form of Equation (6-20),
i
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Table 1	 HMN EQUATIONS
Equate to Zero
Unknowns	 Strain	 Edge	 the Coefficient of
Area Coordinate
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TABLE 2: TRANSFORMATION EQUATIONS FOR CALCULATING HMN DERIVATIVES ON
ELEMENT
 SIDES
n 
(3) 
Means n(3) Evaluated at "node V
j/ x IV,	
in	
.	
S, 
6 1)
1
jz -	 1
x NZ (1
1 )	
^_z G)2 Iq
jy L At3	 S3
X -	 Ignore These Terms for Evaluating Derivatives
Side	 1,	 i =	 I Side 2,	 i = 2 Side 3,	 i = 3
ter (1 (3)0 Y1 Z 3
0
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The remaining degrees of freedom other than the BCIZ or HMN constrained degrees
4	 are then eliminated through minimum energy reduction,	 n'
^	 LK^J ^^Ks"a f J ^CK b'6^L k^tJ I^K^L"`^	 ^6 ^ g ^	 g
where the order of	 [K, j is	 to be 24 x 24,	 18 x 18,	 or 6 x 6 as indicated
by the options listed above.
Since this element is based on the	 BCIZ	 element,	 the derivation is	 initially	 per-
formed using the deformational degrees of freedom.	 The following transformation
converts the deformational degrees of freedom into nodal degrees of freedom,
3C
I.
Is7-[-`]Ise .
	
X6,9
q J = l u, B', Buy, V, BvxI eVyJ C'rj  earx, B4r y,
as ...
u3 ...	 0', Y. J
and the matrix [ T w] is defined in the Apendix, Section 12.6. The stiffness matrix
is thus transformed to a 27 x 27 matrix, involving the nodal degrees of freedom.
K [7-	 T
7.0 QUADRILATERAL SHELL ELEMENT
The quadrilateral element follows the same basic philosophy as the triangle.
It uses the strain displacement functions of Section 3.0, and again proceeds
from a simple basic element to obtain an element with an HMN capability.
In this case the isoparametric element of Ahmed, et at, Reference 3 , with
quadratic displacement functions, was used. This element has one midside node
per side, uses the quadratic displacement forms for the membrane and normal dis-
placements, and introduces transverse shear deformation which are also of quadratic
form.
The HMN procedure basic approach is given in Section 5. The procedure differs
somewhat in detail from that used for the triangle, due to inherent features of the
element geometry and the nodal arrangement.
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	7.1	 ASSUMED DISPLACEMENT SHAPES
The transverse displacement is assumed to be that of the AIZ element, Reference
	
3	 The displacement assumed for the parent element has the form, Figure 10
y ^ I+ l 4,Y^^+^T^1
Ell
Fs = y C r^7)(^-1
1Y 	 7
IL
The functions F i
 have the characteristic that they have the value of unity at
node i and are zero at the other nodes.
The membrane displacements u and v have the same form as the transverse dis-
placement but they include the excess degrees of freedom and nodal potations
e-1	
-r
V_LF v; ^
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The functions	 G i	 are identical to the
	 G i
	functions defined above except w""
for	 G,	 replace	 l	 by	 and	 ^	 by	 ^	 in Gi, F
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The HMN functions are required to control third degree strains created by non-
linear terms in the normal displacement. Hence, the HMN membrane displacements
must contain terms through the fourth degree. Specifically, referring to the squaw
parent element of the isoparametric family with local coordinates I and 
Y) parallel
to the sides; (l) the u displacements along lines parallel to the I axis (must con-	 y	 `
tain terms cubic in ^ and quadratic in Yj 	 (2) the w displacements along lines
parallel to the ^ axis must contain terms quadratic in
	
and cubic in	 which	 4-,4
X'
°-	 vanish on the sides of the element; (3) the V displacements along lines parallel to l'
the	 axis must contain terms which are quartic in I and Linear in	 These r
three types of functions are of course repeated for the alternate functions and lines 	 [t
parallel to the 7 axis. Figure 11 shows plots of these functions. Note that type
(1) functions involve 3- u and 3- V unknowns; type (2) functions involve 2- u	 k
!	 and 2- V unknowns, these being of the pillow function type; and type (3) functions
involve 4- u and 4- v unknowns,
n.
The functional forms are	 y
Type 
(1)	
u• _._' ^^ - 'j ^ <^ ` ^ 3) ,° ^^t^1^7`^3f ; ^ ^ - ^ u / ^ 5 _ ^.rf	
.
Type (2)
_	 \
0-7)
Type (3)
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0.e HMN constraints sufficient to determine these functions consist of the following
Constraints on
	
on the lines	 = - ► , D, + 1
E^ on the lines= -^^ o, +1
	
6^ on the lines	 =	 1	 /^ = =^ 1
plus minimum potential energy relative to the type (2) functions.
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R702	 ELEMENT DERIVATION
The virtual work expressions presented in Section 4,.0 are applicable to both
the triangular and quadrilateral shell elements. The stiffness matrix was obtained
in a general form in Equation `4- ^0^^ which is repeated here for clarity
KI J =^ ^5^ (JOs^ BAJ t .JJ^ l^ r 01^1SJ F Jk ,,G0
	
D'ET,J I df d 7
From Equation C4-4). the GO matrix has the form
^ G- ^ -:- [GO] [7-*^
LBJ"Lu^,U,2,V€ ,v,2)aff,	 ,BX,^9 PBX,€^Bx,,BOy,^
L	 = L u, v, (Y- ex, ey. uz , Cr'- eZ By.
U3 	 «y
alf-
L ^6	 La-/ a (,far o, by 6^ ^p ^y J
L41 ° L cx, a 2 a3 b4 b7 a7 ac h, bZ b3
^S.
4
k
l
u
^r
x
Y;
CZ-13)
e	 '
r
The explicit form of the GO matrix is given in the Appendix, Section 12 .7.
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With these matrices, the gross stiffness matrix of Equation(?-9) can be generated. This
matrix is of order 58 by 58 involving the deformational degrees of freedom L,6 j j ,
the degrees of freedom to be eliminated through minimum energy redact
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However, since the displacement functions are prescribed for the parent element
in the 
f i 
rZ coordinate system, an additional Jacobian type transformation is re-
quired to obtain the displacement gradients in the shell coordinate system,
L0J = L u,, u , 	t Vy 6Y r LLJy^ Bx 6y Bx.%^ e,^,y t ^y+xs ®y,yj 	 (°r- 1G^
The transormation matrix [ J 1 is given in the Appendix, Section 12,8
The AO and Al matrices for the quadrilateral can be written directly from Equatiorvs
as
6 E; - (AO,^ _t 171;; 1, BK ) 6 0;	 ( -r--t-T)
where
LQE' =	 ^ Ex , Q	
,xy',k^, ayr
 , Q	 , tl `"Y!^ ry ,	 c7-1g^
Explicit forms for AO and Al are given in the Appendix, Section 12,9, The curva-
tures (Kxx, K,yy, Kxy) are related to the bending strains by EXX(Bending) 	 Z	 , etc,
Finally, the stress-strain relation is given in Equation (4-z)as
where	
L ^J = r! AIx , At Al , Al z , Al MX My, Mx
6^ —^^ o	 d	
y	
a	 o	 o	
y	
(7-26)L ^ ><_ x , Aly , NKy , Al My , MX' i My M ^^ 1
and the matrix of material constants [ b01 is given in the Appendix, Section 12.10,
tlix	 A
and the degrees of freedom to be eliminated through HMN type constraints
These latter constraints have the form
( -7 - -". -L)
ci J L A (,j,	 A	 L cj-r A
OK	 (-r-23)
and the matrices [ H 1, [N0 1, and H 1 I are developed using Table. 3	 As indicated
in Section 5.0, these equations can be put in the form
4 C<	 C
0("
and the HMN constrained stiffness matrix is then
	
C	 (-T - 5)Ck	 LCj IKIEI:1^1
The constraint equations are obtained by the procedure developed in Section 5.0.
As applied to the quadrilateral, the incremental membrane strains can be written
dcc 
+ 
C) 61 0 d,6 CJ 4. ) ci a A GI	 (-T - -2- Q)
2A Y	 + 
air ae 4r
C)	 7--T)
gnu	 adv
4	
4-1- ae &r 	 d47- d4r t 	 aW- aAer	 (-r-z8)
P]b
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EQUATE TO ZERO THE,
COEFFICIENT OF: LOCATION
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Cf
Table 3 : BASIS OF QUADRILATERAL ELEMENT HMN EQUATIONS
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Ten HMN type equations can be written by evaluating these strains along various
	 !`
edges or locations within the quadrilateral and equating to zero the multipliers of
a	 i terms in the strains. The basis for these equations is summarized in Table 3 q
With the displacement functions defined in Section 7,1, an algebraic expansion of
Equations (7-2c-z8) , yields the HMN constraint equations in the form of Equation
These equations are presented in the Appendix, Section 12,11, Application of these
constraints yields the stiffness matrix in the form of Equation C7-4s),
The remaining degrees of freedom, [CK 6
 1, are then eliminated through minimum
energy reduction,
Ek'I DkoI —1KILilks`I—TK611
where the order of [ K' 1 is 40 by 40, five degrees of freedom at each of the eight
nodes,
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8.0 COORDINATE UPDATING TRANSrORMATION
A special type of updating is used in the nonlinear solution procedure. This
updating essentially uses convected, or material, coordinates, pertaining try
the element start-of-step orientation, to set up an updated Lagrangian form-
ulation of the incremental equations. The updating requires a sDecial trans-
formation to permit the entire solution process to be purely Lagrangian in
character. For each new incremental solution the accumulated total and the
incremental forces and displacements are referred to the end-of-step element
base plane coordinate system of the previous step. The updated end-of-step
element coordinate systems are determined for the iteratively converged shape
of the structure at the end of the particular increment in question. Strains
and stresses are computed with reference to the updated systems permitting a
determination of total strain and stress values without the necessity of summing
increments. Updated coordinate systems are also used as temporary coordinate
systems to facilitate the iterative calculations. In this case the
purpose is to obtain an exact strain/stress state on which to base the calcula-
tion of residual loads and the iterative equilibrium corrections. The sequence
of computations is sketched briefly below:
•	 Determine end of step element baseplane coordinate system (converged).
•	 Compute stiffness matrix, loads, etc., referred to this as a new
start-of-step system.
•	 Compute incremental displacements, referred to above.
•	 Determine temporary element end-of-step coordinate system, cor-
responding to computed incremental displacements.
• Transforindisplacements to the temporary coordinate system*
• Calculate strain and stress (total referred to the (temporary)
end-of-step coordinate system**)
• Determine residual loads and check convergence
• Correct incremental displacements, to eliminate residual
loads (uses start-of-step stiffness matrix)
t	 This is a special transformation, to be derived in this section.
This is not by summing increments; It is a direct total calculation.
The strains and stresses are of the Lagrangian type.
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o Combine correction displacements with prior displacement
increment and repeat determination of temporary end-of-step
coordinate system, strain, stress, and residual load cal-
culations, etc.
o Identify the last temporary end-of-step coordinate system ar,
the final, converged end-of-step element coordinate system
At this point the entire calculation passes on to the next loading increment.
The remaining small residual loads are carried on into the next step to avoid
=	 accumulating error. A more detailed description of the solution procedure
is given in the next section. The above brief listing serves to explain the
role of the special displacement updating transformation which is employed to
compute total strains. The derivation of this transformation is the primary
purpose of this section.
Consider Figure	 12. An element is shown referred to three rectangular
cartesian coordinate systems: the initial one xo for the undeformed structure;
a coordinate system x i whose x l , x2 coordinate plane is parallel to the element
in its deformed state; and a coordinate system x^ whose x l , x2 plane is parallel
to the element ,after a further increment of displacement has occurred. For
simplicity the figure is drawn in only two dimensions. The derivation given,
however, includes all three components of displacements and coordinates. The
original coordinates xo are a cartesian version of the material coordinates.
In the cartesian sense, xo can be considered to be convected with the deformation.
Thus each of x i and x i
 have companion, colinear xo systems. As the deformation
progresses, the material coordinates are deformed and rotated but still partially
coincide in direction with the x i and x^ coordinates, as follows: the convected
x l
 axis coincides in direction with the x  and x l axes and the convected x  - x2
plane coincides with the x l , x2 and x l , x2 planes.	 In addition, the side of the
element containing nodes 1 and 2 coincides in direction with the convected xo,
and x l , and x l
 axes, and node l is at the origin of all coordinate systems.
--1	 i
Thus, the coordinate systems x and x are the rectangular cartesian counter--
parts of the element convected coordinate system, with the conventions of
coincidence of the origin, the number one coordinate line, and the 1-2 plane.
Note that the metric of x i and 'x
i
 contains only zero and unity, while the metric
of x i does not have unit values after deformation has occurred.
^'fr
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Displacements, both total and incremental, used in each step, are referred
to the current coordinate systems. Hence for the increment whose start-of-
step system is x I , the displacements u'(x l ), Au'(xl ), and a (x J ) + Qu (xJ)0	 0	 0	 0
are components in the directions of the x i axes. The total strains and the
incremental strains of the Lagrangian type, referred to the x^ system, viewed
as the convected xo system, are derivable from these displacements provided
that they represent, in the appropriate coordinate system, precisely the
deflections from an undistorted shape. At the end of the step, the uI +4 u^
are transformed to refer them to the end-of-step x^ system, again as deflec-
tions from an undistorted shape. The derivation of a transformation of
u + ^u' from the x' system to the end-of-step x i system such that the re-
suiting displacements u^ adhere to this definition is given below.
^	
a
) is
The undeformed shape in the xo coordinate system is described by the position
vector (Figure 12)
}
where here G i are the base (unit) vectors of the xo system. Here xo are the
coordinates of points on the undeformed shape of the element. If the unde-
formed element is placed into the x^ system (shown dotted in the figure),	
7
its position vector relative to the origin of the x i system has the same
form,
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where here g i
 are the (unit) base vectors of the x i system. The actual shape
w
of the deformed element is given by
o
where here the a are implicitly defined by this equation to be the deviation
of the deformed element shape from the undeformed shape, referred to the x^
system. After the incremental displacement,
}}P + AT = (xo + u^ + Au g ) gi	 S-4
This vector, referred to the x i system, a^:tualiy defines points on the element
depicted by the solid lines in the figure and "attached" to the x^ system.
That is, the Au g are the displacements which carry the deformed element of
the x i system to the deformed element of the xs^ystem; x^ are the end-of-
step coordinates of the step for which x i are the start of step coordinates.
The position vector of a generic point of the element in the x^ system is given
by
O	
N	
^_^"
where n i are the (unit) base vectors of the x i system. The implicit definition
of u ^ as the deviation from an undefot nied shape is again apparent. Note that
ui defines the deformation condition which corresponds to u^ + Aug.
_	 •+	 -4	 -r	 t
Let R be the displacement of the origin from x^ to x^. Then P + AT = R + P, i.e.,
-Q^
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m	 ^	 -
This gives the desired transformation and its derivative with respect to
the material coordinates.
^^	 ^ ate.' + aou
K	 l \A i ^ + X K	 ^iK	 CS O)'aX	 ^Xo	 ^Ko !	 -^0
In the above, distinction between contravariant and covariant components
has not been made, since the coordinate systems are cartesian.
These equations transform the end of step deformations referred to the x^
system to the corresponding start of step deformation referred to the x^ system.
This transformation is used for updating the derivative freedoms of the
element in order to define the total deformation state of the elements both
at the end of the step and equivalently, for the start of the next step.
The displacement freedoms can be transformed using the above equations, or,
alternatively, they can be.obtained by simply subtracting the deformed nodal
coordinates from the undeformed ones, in the x^ system, at the end of the
step. Note that in the case of the triangular element the above are "total"
derivative values rather than values of the BCIZ type which omit the simplex
type terms. Thus, the BCIZ transformation is required to be applied to the
above types of derivatives in order to compute strains in the element using
the standard BCIZ formulas.
r
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9.0 SOLUTION PROCEDURE
Nonlinear solution procedures and the formulations of nonlinear finite
elements are interrelated. Frequently derivation details are specifically 	 r`LL?
tailored to planned solution procedures. In addition, precisely how the
element equations are used, including updating, transformation, summing
increments, etc., in the solution procedure: has important implications re-
garding the performance of the element and the validity, of the element
derivation steps. The elements developed in this research have close inter-
relationshipsbetween derivation details and solution procedure steps. This
section discusses the solution procedure and related element derivation 	 w
detail's.
The solution procedure is a modified incremental Lagrangian type. Each in-
cremental step is subjected to iterative equilibrium corrections which in-
volve the calculation and reversed application of residual loads. To accom- 	 I
plish this, element total strains are computed directly (riot by summing in-
crements) , corresponding to the total displacement state. The total strain
calculation employs an element coordinate system updating which involves the
special transformation described in Section 8.0 The overall procedure can
be classified as either a Dotal or an incremental Lagrangian type, with up--
dating.
The steps in the solution procedure are described below:
1.	 The stiffness matrices are generated based on the previous end -nf-step 	 y
displacements, stress state, and updated element coordinate plane. The
'i element stiffness matrices are transformed to the solution coordinate
systems, using the locations of these systems for the end of the pre-
vious step. The element matrices are then merged to form the overall
stiffness matrix, referred to the solution coordinate systems. (This
is not the global system.) In iterations pertaining to a given load 	 j
increment, the stiffness matrix and related transformation matrices
are not changed.
V;
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2. The load increment, in,-Iuding the remaining residual load from the
end of the previous step, is obtained and transformed to current
solution coordinate systems.
3. The incremental displacement 4q ^^^ is calculated. This is the first
estimate, uniterated, of the displacement increment for the current
load increment.
4. The
4
 k ) above are transformed into the element baseplane coordin-
ate system
5	 For the triangle only, for use only in a later calculation of the
minimum potential energy freedom incitements, the above aq 0) are
transformed to the "deformational" incremental displacements. These
are the increments used in the BCIZ element derivation.
S p g-A W I _ ^T'I &q4(S^
for the quadrilateral this would be an identity transformation.
6.	 The element incremental degrees of freedom are summed into the pre-
vious totals to form new total element freedom values. This uses
the values SSIM-l) from the previous incremental calculation, as
defined in Steps 14 and 15.
-X Qa)	 *(S - 1) y Ca)s S ,M - SSim	 t ° +
The sum obtained in this way contains the current estimate of the
displacements of the element, relative to its undeformed shape, and
referred to the current start-of-step element baseplane coordinate
systems. The displacement derivative freedoms obtained are total
rather than deformational, That is, for example, dX includes not
only the BCIZ deformational contribution, but also the contribution
due to the nodal deflections. Since the latter are the "simplex"
values, we have used the subscript "SIM" to denote the fact that the
R
F
k	 _-1
I
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derivative freedoms:in SS,M contain the simplex contributions.
7.	 The incremental deflections are transformed to the global coordinate:
system and summed
t
tT
^	
t
Here the oL	 are the nodal deflections contained in the displacement
& cj.from Step 3.
The element geometry and location in the global coordinate system is
u pdated in order to update the element baseplane'coordinate system.
Note that this updating is not a generic element updating. See Sec-
tion 8.0
A new matrix of direction cosines relating the updated element base-
plane coordinate system to the global system is calculated. These are
called
[TWI
[T W ] is defined such that nodes 1 and 2 are on the updated x axis
and either (for the triangle) nodes 1, 2 and 3 are in the xy plane, or
(for the quadrilateral), the nodes are displaced from the xy plane
such that their RMS departure is minimized.
The current nodal coordinates referred to the Updated baseplane co-
ordinate system are calculated. For the triangle, the set of values
includes only x29 x3 and y3 , due to the def nition of [T (A) I given
above. For the quadrilateral it ins;.iudes all x i , y i except y4 , y80 plus
the z coordinate for all nodes. The equation is
JJ	 .1 	
(J)
Here, .IX (^) I contains the quantities X ^. r m where X,,,\,\
refers to the X, Y, and Z global coordinates.
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The result of this calculation
	 is that the nodal	 coordinates are known 1
for the current state of deformation N the current end-of-step updated
w.
element baseplane coordinate system.
	 These data permit calculation of
nodal	 deflections relative to the undeformed element referred to this
same coordinate system.	 The updated element coordinate system is used
F
essentially as a material, or convected, 	 coordinate system. P
11.	 The element total
	
nodal
	 translations are next calculated from the
equation )
The notation	 ( )	 denotes the fact that these translations are referred
.a
to the current end-of-step element baseplane coordinate system.
	
The
u (^ )
	include the	 in-plane defections only.
	
For the triangle,	 the normal-
to-the-updated-baseplane deflections are equal
	
to zero.	 For the quad-
drilateral,
	 the normal	 deflection are set equal	 to the changes	 in the
normal
	 coordinates determined by the RMS fit of the four nodes to the
updated element baseplane. k
12.	 The
	 incremental
	
minimum energy freedoms are computed by back substitu-
tion using the same constraint matrices 	 used originally to constrain !
the stiffness matrix referred to 	 in Step	 1.	 This calculation effective-
ly uses	 the tangent stiffness of the element for the current	 increment.:;
referred to
	 its start-of-step coordinate plane.
	
The computed quantities
are	 Ca)	 ^°^^ :'^
CJ) 2
	
(	 ( 5)	 ^OL5	 (^3_	 or,
C5)	 ^dlt
S
depending on the particular HMN constraint options employed.
a
13.	 The minimum energy freedoms are next summed to obtain totals
ol L	^b	
^	 { ^ ^^b
These quantities are not subjected to any geometrical 	 transformation i
type of updating. a
ti
14.	 The displacement derivative freedoms are next transformed to the end-
of-step element baseplane coordinate system using the R transformation
81
for the triangle, and
"
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i	 of Section 8. The equation is
N	
b* 
J	
+	 R2
Sim
	
L R1 ;	 Sim	 (i
4 p
where the notation O denotes displacements and differentiations
a
referred to the end--of-step element baseplane coordinate system and
the subscript "SIM" again notes that the derivatives obtained are
total rather than BCIZ deformational quantities; they contain the
..k,a
simplex contributions. The transformation is applied selectively to
the derivative freedoms of g S SIM ) ^	 since the nodal translations 	
a. m
r
themselves were computed in Step 11.
15. The nodal translations from Step 11, which are also referred to the	 ^=
end-of-step system, are entered into the I S SIM	 vector, replacing
the corresponding translations term by term. At this point, S SIM)
describes completely the element deformation state, relative to the
undeformed element shape, and referred to the end-of-step element
baseplane coordinate system. Note that the resultingISS^M) 1 i the
vectortb S1M
	
to be used in Step 6 in performing the next incre-
mental calculation. S SiM
	
is saved for this purpose.
16. The BCIZ transformation [T*1 is applied to-5 Sim
	
to remove the
simplex contributions to the derivatives.
s	 = T Sim
ev..(J)
	 "This prepares the vector 	 ^ for use in total strain calculation
in the end--of-step coordinate system. The resulting strains will be
total Lagrangian values.
l
17. The total HMN freedoms[oc j j)J are next calculated. These freedoms are
determined by constraining the polynomial forms of the strains along
the element sides. The equations governing the total HMN freedoms,
in the present form of the computer program, are of the form
VAk06	 C4
7
ICJ)	
_ cpCJ3 S ^w
^^)	 , G CJ) "'I CJ - t) 	 ^'Xc^a)
l o	 J
111"11-
01
^s
f^
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for the quadrilateral. Here {cKai are the HMN function amplitudes and
^0^b(J)j are the minimum potential energy parameters.® W(J-1^i and
8,w (j) i are nodal values of the derivatives of w 
(
^ -1) and ^w4^^),
respectively, with respect to the current x and y element baseplane
coordinates.	 w	 and 6)ware contained in S	 and
where these vectors are as defined in Steps 14 and 15.[ S
refers here to the deformations at the end of the (j-1)st step, re-
^ ^' -ferred to the end-of-step baseplane of that step. s (^), refers here
to the deformations at the end of the jth step, referred to the end
of step baseplane of that step. Equations similar to the above are
used in Step 1 to constrain the stiffness matrix for the incremental
calculation. From these computations the matrices [EO 	 ] and [6l01"' 0-0 1
P
are saved. These saved matrices are used to compute the total HMN
freedoms at the end of the jth increment.
~'4(J ^^ )	 N 4The use of i 	 19 w
	
^ and ®w (J)j together is an approximation which has
been found of small effect. it can be made as exact as desired by the
use of zero load increments. The exact equation, of course, would
result from reforming the matrix 161 ) 6) (j)] using the current9 w(J)-'
referred to the end-of-step baseplane coordinate system.
For the triangle,
WW1	
^^1u9	 S z
f	 OY
3
according to which HMN option is chosen.
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!t is noted that the above HMN procedure, particularly if employed
with occasional zero load increments, determines the HMN freedoms t,
control the total Lagrangian strain, obtained by reference to a cur-
rent, updated, element baseplane. Thus, the HMN freedoms are not
subject to accumulated error.
18. At this point the current totals of all freedoms are available, re-
ferred to the end-of-step element coordinate system. These totals
consist of two sets, as follows:
^ (^)
w (^)	 SoM
Sim
^.t J)b
and
r^ ^ C3)
CkCD
b
The former takesI 
SIM)i from Step 14 and is used for summing to obtain
totals for subsequent increments, as described in Step 6 and further
.explained in Steps 14 and 1$. The latter takes^si *0) I from Step 16
and is used in the jth increment for HMN function calculation, just
described, and also for strain and stress calculation. The latter
calculations permit the determination of residual (error) loadings;
and hence, iteration of the solution to improve overall equilibrium.
Steps 19 through 22 are calculations performed for each integration point
of the element, leading to a virtual work integration performed in Step
23.
19. The matrix of displacement gradients is calculated at all integration
paints
4W	 W. 	 Tw
t
r
J {
E 8i
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20. The strains are calculated
E c^) ^ C Ao +
	 Al	 8*U) l e c^)VVL
These are the true Lagrangian strains, referred to original material
"fibers" provided the membrane deformations are small.
	 Y
r-
21. The stresses are calculated
VA h
22. Quantities are next calculated which will provide virtual strains at
each integration point and lead to the virtual work integration
Y „^
A^, K = A0V" + A1^^ p ep
4,,, ,L A H Y
(w-r ) c O QCJ)w.	 l	 p	 p
Here (WT) are the weighting numbers for the particular integration	 =,}
W	 i
	1	
scheme employed. The stresses T 	 are taken from Step 21 and describe
the current end-of-step state of the element. The subscript in Qmj)
denotes the particular element freedom corresponding to which the
virtual work of the 6'W is sought. The result of summing the Q W
over all integration points is the total internal virtual work cor-
responding to a unit virtual	 increment in the mth freedom, and pro -
vides the current generalized load on the element corresponding to
that freedom, referred to the end-of-step coordinate system.
23• The current generalized loads on the element are computed by summing
over the integration points
QVV, -	 Q V"
%V TR60.ATt0N
^	 PAINT$
24. The constraints associated with the NMN and minimum potential energy
conditions and, for the triangle, the BCIZ transformation, must be im-
Wposed on the Q m	 in order to obtain generalized forces which correspond
to ap p lied loadings in meaning and orderi ng. The equations are re s pect-P F'	 9	 9	 9•	 9	 ^	 p
iv ly;
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Definitions of terms	 in the above equations are given	 in earlier, P	 `'`
u^
--	 related sections of this document.	 The IQ ^' ) 3 are the element nodal
forces referred to the end-of-step element coordinate system.
25.	 The element forces are next transformed	 into the current, end-of-step
solution coordinate system, using the updated matrix 1111 ) l	 (see Step 4). '' Al
„.Ai
26.	 The IGLjfor all elements are merged 	 into a single vector, each member of
"All
which refers to the appropriate end-of-step, nodal, 	 solution coord-
mate systems, and the residual 	 loads are computed by subraction from
the applied	 loads, al;>o transformed to these coordinate systems,
^ ^^)	 >s n CJ)
	
^ Ca)Fj R 	 ^	 --^^r ya
l	 (	 APPLIRD) p	 .,
27.	 A convergence check is made to ascertain	 if the residual	 loads are suit-
ably small,	 If so,	 the solution procedure returns 	 to Step	 1;	 if not,`
the steps below are carried out.
a
The	 iterative calculations described below are repetitions of the steps
described	 previously,	 using different  starting values of	 as
described below.	 in the current form of the computer program, 	 the stiff-
ness matrix for a given load	 increment	 is not updated for the iteration
of that load	 increment.	 Of course,	 updating can be accomplished simply
by the use of a zero load	 increment.
	
It	 is again noted that the residuals
remaining after convergence has been achieved for a given 	 increment are
always added	 into the loads for the next load increment.
_k
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28. The incremental load is set equal to the residual calculated in Step 26.
29. Step 3 is repeated, using stiffness matrix from Step 1. The results
w	 are correction values of 10 g Cj)j.	 These are added directly to the
previous results of Step 3, the result becoming an improved estimate
of1 A (Ji zA q` J.
	
Various schemes to accelerate convergence have been us-
here, mostly based on constraining the bending type corrective incre-
mental displacements during the iteration. The constraints are applied
on every other iterative step. The best procedure found is to use the
membrane components of the stiffness matrix from Step 1 in every other
iteration, and the full stiffness matrix in the alternate iterations.
This cannot be recommended as a suitable procedure for general usage,
however, as its success may be specific to the particular problems
under study.
At this point Steps 4 through 27 are repeated exactly as described
previously. The updating now is to an improved end-of-step element
baseplane, and all transformations refer to this improved coordinate
plane.	 In Step 17 the HMN calculation again makes use of the 9 w0-1)
_	
the values from the previous load step, not those from the previous
iteration of the current load step.
x
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10.0 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Pilot computer programs for both the quadrilateral and triangular shell
elements have been written. These programs can accommodate small assem-
blages of elements, and each includes a nonlinear solution procedure
adapted to the element formulation.
Checkout of the computer programs has included successful compilation, a
limited unsuccessful numerical application for the quadrilateral, and a
detailed investigation of two different problem solutions for the triangle.
The triangle has been used to work out solution procedure difficulties and
to investigate the effect of the NMN formulation in nonlinear problems.
This work has been successful, and it is felt that the value of the NMN
application to two dimensional problem-, has been demonstrated. The fol-
lowing discussions of results parta.in to the triangular element studies.
The problem solutions obtained serve to check the membrane only and the
coupled membrane-bending behavior of the the triangular element. The
various transformations, updating, etc., in the solution procedure are
also checked by these problems. The problem solutions themselves are dis-
cussed in Section 10.1 and 10.2. The difficulties involved in the solution
procedure are discussed below.
The solution procedure includes the calculation of residual loads and itera-
tion to improve the structural equilibrium state. The basic solution pro-
ceeds on a stepwise linear basis. In general, the stepwise linearity gives
rise to large residual forces due to the effects of the rotations.. It was
found that divergence of the solution occurred when the residuals exceeded
certain magnitudes, in particular, magnitudes approaching structural in-
stability loads. These limiting magnitudes were obtained with quite small
load steps, with the consequence that practical solutions of large deflec-
tion problems required an excessive number of load steps. This difficulty
has been resolved, and the solution procedure now performs well for load
steps of essentially arbitrarily large size. Convergenc y: is extremely rapid,
and can in most cases be obtained in a single corrective iteration. The
I., - 	88
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current solution procedure uses a constrained, membrane only, stiffness
matrix for alternate iterative corrections, and the total stiffness matrix
for the complementary alternate iterations.
The quadrilateral and triangular elements both permit representation of
either flat plate or curved shell structures. Curved shell checkout pro-
~	 blems have not been attempted. It is noted, however, that the equations
by which the elements represent nonlinearity due to developing rotations
'	 and curvatures for flat plate problems are the same as those which account
for the effects of initial curvature. Thus, the flat plate checkout work
has effectively dealt with the curved shell features to a significant extent.
10.1	 TENT PROBLEM
The tent problem was designed to provide a simple check on the program
i
flow and solution procedure. The loads and geometry are such that no bend-
i
ing occurs. The flat membrane stiffness, stresses, and most basic trans-
formations and matrix operations are checked, however. The basic configura-
tion, idealization and boundary conditions are shown in Figure 13. To re-
duce the problem size a plane of symmetry was assumed parallel to the Z axis
and passing through nodes 2 and 4. This problem was successfully solved
as shown by the results given in Figure 14. The seven step triangular
element nonlinear solution is exactly the same as the theoretical solution.
10.2	 BEAM PROBLEM
The beam problem is a simple example intended to exercise both bending and
membrane behavior and to check the performance of the HMN procedure. The
structure is a three element, initially flat plate shown in Figure 15• The
figure also shows the local coordinate systems of the elements and the struc-
tural constraints imposed. As described in earlier sections, several options
are programmed for the HMN procedure. The one used in this sample problem
solution constrains the high degree membrane strains parallel to each
element side, along the particular side in question. There are thus six
HMN unknowns per element. The HMN functions provide displacements tangential
89
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to a side, of quintic and quartic form in the side-length variable. Alr
HMN displacements normal to the sides have been set at zero. gill HMN
interior functions have been retained and controlled by minimizing tho
total potential energy. This HMN option is option #1 as described it
Section 6.2.
i
The overall stiffness in bending of the cantilevered beam of Figure 15 undei
end load is about 15% too high for the initial linear behavior. 'this i:'
caused by the coarseness of the finite element modeling and the displacement
function of the basic BCIZ elements, specifically the constrained BCIZ
cubic displacement form. Figure 46 shows the end displacement versus load
results, which are almost linear through the load range considered. The,
deviation from linearity seen in the figure is consistent wltl'i th(ss effect
of transforming the applied vertical lead to the element solution coordinate
system. The insert in the figure shows the distribution of b r>ding moment
on the edge of element ,#1 over the length of the beam. This distribution
supports the conclusion that the element arrangement is too coarse for
application to this problem with the basic BCIZ element. The total nodal
moment reaction at the support end of the plate is in equilibrium with the
applied load.
Figure 17 shows the spanwise stresses along side 1-3 of element number 1.
The successive plots show the stresses at three load levels and both before
and after a zero load stela, 	 it is recalled that the zero load step is used,
to allow the HMN procedure to improve in accuracy by implementing the roost
recently updated nonlinear strain values. For the lowest load level shown,
the diagram on the left corresponds to zero values of the HMN function, no
HMN participation has yet developed. The diagram on the right corresponds
to essentially complete HMN effectiveness. Each of the two diagrams on thy:
left for the higher load levels result from partial effectiveness of the
HMN functions, while those on the right again correspond to essentially
complete HMN effectiveness. It is seen in each case that the HMN procedure
has reduced the stresses significantly. In addition, the forms of the
residual stresses after updating are of relatively low order, apparently
quadratic, of the BCIZ type, rather than of the high order
form which would result if the HMH procedure were not Ur`COr
a'
s
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case the higher degree forms, which are seen to be predominantly cubic,
occur only prior to the zero load step, when the HMN functions are not
fully operative. Similar calculations have been made for sides 1-3 of
elements #2 and #3. The stresses parallel to the side were computed
before and after the zei;a load step. The results were essentially the
same as those shown in Figure 17, with again the HMN functions reducing
the stresses to very low levels. In this case the remaining residual
stresses were distributed linearly over the length of the side. As
would be expected, the stress parallel to the side has identical values
in the adjoining elements. Finally, all components of the stresses in
the interior of the element are very small also, of the same order as those
parallel to the sides.
As another check on the levels of the membrane stresses, the membrane
strain energy was computed and its magnitude compared with that of the
bending strain energy. This check showed the membrane strain energy to
be negligibly small compared to the bending energy, and further verifies
that the element's control of the nonlinear strains is functioning well.
The study of the stresses along the sides of the element has shown
(Figure 17) that the residual membrane stresses are of forms which are
necessarily produced by the BCIZ membrane functions and the lower degree
nonlinear strains due to bending. The higher degree nonlinear strains
due to bending have been eliminated by the HMN functions. This raises the
somewhat academic question of why the BCIZ membrane functions have not
completely eliminated also the lower degree nonlinear strains due to bending
since it would appear that the lowest energy state would have zero values
of these strair_s. A complete answer to this question is not known at the
present time. It appears most likely that the cause lies in the use of
BM option #1; HMN option #2 would provide a more complete control of the
stress state.
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TRANSFORMATION MATRICES 	
W	
<< ^'°,
12.1.1	 Triangular Element	 ['	
y
f
Global to Local Transformation
Input:	 Nodal Coordinates	
r
(ki llNode 1 
C	 *N
(	 Co)	 (01	 fal	 3y7
I.	 ^d
Node 2	 Ia)2.z
Node 3	 )	 I	 ^.
Kati	 ^Q)
	
.^.
Define	 ^` X ?,1	 z
Then the coordinates of the nodes in the local system are
?0)	 t l	 (c)	
^J
{gj
A^	 Y,
	
Fx^
	
y^^ ^^ ^	 ;1
r
' v)	 40	 :7,	 (v)	 ea)
-11Y
21^
where the matrix of direction cosines are given below.	 For simplicity omit the
superv:ript	 j	 denoting the step,	 i.e.,	 let
J
X	 A	 'PPIJ	 X()rY	 a
r	
_
i
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tlr ^A
Then at any step j, the matrix of direction cosines is recomputed.
L1 U
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r^
	
y	 y	 t
!^ c^	 a^ .u ;^ 	 Y^	 d ZJ,	 t ,d tJ
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( L2.4)
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Global to Solution Coordinate System Transformation
M
At a node, average the unit normal vectors k of all M elements having
this common node, Figure 2 . Again it is implied that the calculation will be re--
peated for each solution step
r
Z	 ,
n i M `'	 I	 M
'	 M MK'	 (M,	
M l M:;! 
^ ^lNi} /u• ^(M) vs^GM) ^ ^
	 1
^A
Since	 i	 and	 j
planes respectively.
^	
4
v^	 T=
K
are arbitrary, they are selected to be in the XZ and YZ
n	 ^
	
x ^)z	 I	 g
K^
fix =
 (vz+ z ^,,Z z =^	
v^	 Cv^+a}y^	 ^i.9)
^^ ^ 11961=.9. i fad	 _ ,y'.
'k
X11
id
' r
Solution to Local Coordinate System Transformation
From Equations^^2.4)andt2.12), for each node of each element at a given load increment
!	 Q u	 ^^ u	 d u
k
HF
A
QV	 -^	 ^^' ]
	
7`] T 	eV	 — 4 (12.^
cly Q 4T	 40
T11	 Tz	 T13
TI- rZ ,	 T^	 r23
Y	 •	 k
T31
	
r92,	 733 *
The displacement gradients transform as a second order mixed tensor a^1
u=u,u=V
 , Lj-
_	
3c)^^	 d) 4	 _)X^	 c^LA	 ^^ u	 uz ^ V	 U
^	 3
^ 12.15)
ti
X j	 r7	 dAK	 c}x `	 w^eV- e r
X ^ ^	 ^	 K2 = ^	 ^	 ?( 3= L^
y
A	 A	
Az	 n
x	 =X	 , X 
Expanding this equation and using Equation (12 •^3^ , the transformation matrix for displace-
ment gradients for each node of each element at a given load increment is
^ buy	 a/x
9ux a/y
Ovy
_ /a^ ^12.1 6^ x
evx _ a/dy
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t	 j
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t
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t	 .,
r	 J	 "a	 ^'  t
^dx T„ T„
-T,Z T^I T,l T,Z -t,, r= ^ rJ TLTs
du
/a y - Tzr T^ TZZ T,^ 'Te., T z "Trt Tlz ^z^ T -TLa T,s C	 ^ia%ax T, Tai -T, _	 7.1 TI, TzL ► i ? 7- -T„ Ta, T. T, Ovy
d/dy Tai T., - T Tzr TZ^ T> z ^zz 7^L 'Tzi TZ, -Tu r=s (,i„
- ^^ - TII ^^^ T,Z T^ , -TIIT,z -TIZTL T,T^s "T;^T3.^ ^^t^
a7^y 1zr Ta, - TIT„ Ttr Tsa
7gt7aZ z, 733 TtrTsr^^^
where
y
A	 ^.
1	 ^^eo uy	
_	 0^
f	 V
o arx	 a^C^
A
The derivatives with respect to )(g have been deleted from the stiffness matrix.
	
The matrices given in Equationsl1-1'2)and	 can then be re-ordered and assembled
for each node to give the transformation matrix
1 Z. 1.2	 Quadrilateral Element
Mean Plane Calculation and Global to Local Transformation
Input:	 Nodal Coorrlinntes
(0)
1	 ( X Y! o ^)
*,^	 o)
Node [ ► ^-^r ,
Node 2	
1	 ^^^
ta}
vvcatt
/801
o
cap ^('a1
l g	 ) 6
F
lA mean plane can be shown to exist that passes through the midpoints of the
straight lines joining the corner nodes, Figure
	 For simplicity, the superscript
denoting the step is omitted since the mean plane and the matrix of direction co-
sines is recomputed at each step.
gyp•
S b'^
L^
Xa- zt^^,+x,)
V-3 ^' Xr }
e- 	+X7}
* Y7)
^ I.	 Yb + Ys )
c t ^ Y^ } y3
z ^ YS} Y'^
(714
l
The matrix of direction cosines is
4 G t
	
,^	 .cc x VA 	 J U
a v 	= ^J 
	
4v
d &	 A	 yz	 4
where defining
X' a X6'  - X.►
x^ 4	 YG^+ a
x^ Dab	 'uz r pas	 ye DcL
a y =	 yx -.c tx
	 , ,,u	 v aX - vK ^' , vy =	 .u- ^	 x
2	 Z	
^Z
^X b ^	 jba.	 b^
	
4	 zde- l c 6 ^^ tai X tc Z4'_ X'6' ^ Jt
	
n hA	 ^. 1d4 —XJC:.ra^
4hZ.
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7 1771111.
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1fI
PI
I
(.12.'19)
(12.2 0)
`I2,21)
012.2 2)
(;12.22
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(92.23)
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The coordinates of the nodes in the local coordi
using the matrix of direction cosines and the do
I	
1{
^w	 to	
-4,{
.! C
^„pQlr1^'S^^64^ d,'^.t^.^AY.
'd YAK R'll^^Y.
F .
I
em can then be calculaied
jin of the local co,:)rdinutes
!	 ..	 ^ f Z, t^l^i
yY-r
k	
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,ice--•	 J i
where the	 Z	 coordinate is the initial shape w x
4
Solution to Local Coordinate System Transformati on
The translational degrees of freedom transform like the triangular element,	 Equation 12.13. A
The rotational degrees of freedom transform as vectors, so that at each trade of each
element of a given load inc, rement the transformation has the form
d u'
Av Ty,
	
T^^	 ~: O
h4 v
8 Lty
_•ff
77a	 !3
e^
Q
R (012.2 `^^ a•w:
^d
/^	
..++yy rya^ 'i^
,F
/ -6 z
r	
a
where rotations about the	 Z	 axis	 Q^) have been deleted from the stiffness y
matrix.
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1 2.2	 TRIANGULAR ELEMENT GO MATRIX E,,
k	 The area coordinates are related to rectangular cartesian coordinates 	 Figure 9) by
M
f
e,,	 e1z	 e,3
y '
^,	 ;
' Cj 2 .'^. 6 ^	 rez,	 eat	 ez3	 x^:,g,
^^ e 3	 e 72	 e 3^	 y .;,
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Then the GO matrix is given by
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1 2,3	 TRIANGULAR ELEMENT AO & Al MATRICES
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12,4	 TRIANGULAR ELEMENT DO MATRIX
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12,5	 TRIANGULAR ELEMENT HMN EQUATIONS
Depending on the option exercised, the HMN equations have the form
[,4jf
Ao13
 
	 40(-r
	
^.
xe	 [H1
oko	 OXO	 OXO
o3 ^eX (p 	 o3 (oX)F	 or (oXlb
or 18x18	 or 1$x12	 or 18X6
where [ H1 ] is the product of a triply subscripted matrix and the column of total
deformational rotations accumulated in the previous n-1 steps,
H1(on,=N;j QK
J
straint equation. 	 n
The [ H ], [ FIG ] and H1 ilk matrices are presented on the following pages.
Terms that are not written explicitly are zero,
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^`!V rt S) Si+t Ota	 ^jCn^. PtT tit(in y^.
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r
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^j l^'^^_	 y}	
-Y	 ^	 '-	 .	 ^	 3 S'S.; â .	 .	 AA .1fM .,.
	
f	 ^
 Y. .=	 .-'w	
.^^t.
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The	 H1	 matrix is written as a triply subscripted variable.
R
Y
1a ^zj k
	
= Ff,l z F''IZ
H 1^^k	 = Fk zx Fyz,	 Fga, Fjzz
nlw,-^	 N14^k	 '" F Z2 FJ22
6-j!( ^K32 F^31 + Fg3 ! P
F KJL FJ^Z,
H' 7 k	 = FK,z. Fj1,	 Fkli Fj',Z
NaJ k FK ► 2. r,',,
H	 ^^lG	
_
F Kxz FEI 4- FKaI ^^? t
w
j {
	 dal k FKz2. Fz2
H 1„ j k Fk32	 j3 i	 hk31 F^  Jz j
C
H1,
	 k FK3Z Fj 3Z
4
.
N.Zajk FK/2. F^,1 ^ F ,,, Fjl2 ^FK1z F,,	 Fk1, Fjaz
H1 ► '^,j k Fwz F, ^ z 4	 Ir 	F^',Z
j
a
1 )S" k Fkzz FJz1 f Fkzr Fj zZ. 	 FKz	 Fj z f # FK L1 Fitt
1
^It. k KZL Fju	 j~^kzz F Utz
*—H1 „^^ k3x	 Fj x3, + f' Kal FJ3z	 FX 72 F 31	 + Fk3 1 s
H i j6j SZ	 FKJZ Fj32-
The variables	 used to define these matrices are:
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SCa!	 ^(z^
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Sa -
i3} 
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U(ZI ^ ^[as
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NV = Oz
z)	 (a iNg'
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-g3)N(s 
N ^' = C1
►
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A3
	
z
G.L.. _
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n1 ,r ^5313)1	 ^^ ^3^	 ft^ ^^) ^S,e3)1
y	 (T l	 /	 CT	 J
See Table 2 for an illustration of the following area coordinate transformations.
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S.0
r
-
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f	 '
r$.I2. —	 L
	
i ^	 r	 ^COtdY^
Fy32	 Z J,, S3
F	 Y 
—z ? ` Szt^
_	 ti)	 (z)
	
f	 ^Lto	 XZ 52 fi'x 3 S3
+x ^3 5 ^ 	 ar
_ e3)	 L9^
F(o30	 X32 S3 ,XZ s l	 ^,
_	 Zl
Fez.,	 n3 514 a JzS'Zx2^ZL)_ 
X' 53C	 p
<t^Fy ► ,	
2 
XZ3 
S 
i) +
y 
j'CI^+
Z X 3 Si r^_Z X a] SL
(^)	 cJ)	 cs) ^ i J S cx)F6,3)	 53 -f ^XzS,	 - ^xz Si 	? t>
_	 4L>	 42}	 tl t
	
I 
gar;
rzzz	
. 2x^ S t c ^ )^ T2. 5z, 	 Xz. 5z
	 X353	 ;, ^.
ZXs3 	 e Jy 	 X3L
{a)	 ^	 C3)	 S C3^	 c 3)	 l ^^,^
3z = Z X j 5Z ' 2. Ja -,, +X3z
Fea,	 Z Xz 5/	 :T, 53
F. 	 -.2.X3 S^cz) ^ Z. Sy S^ ^
F61!	 2 X 3 L 5z	 '^ - G
F2]Z - Xz SL J 3,5 3 -2 X Z S,	 Tz53
_	 tZ)
	 1	 LZ)	 Cam) ^,	 tL^	 ^	 i
F yzz	 2 Xz S3 - z ^y Sz _X
3 51	 Xz^ sr.	 a ":
	
`^^	 X3. SZ Cf	 Z T6 
5,u) X3 53 - Xz S, C+) 4.
3 ^ 	y ^,itr +y ^ 'iaz	 J	 2.cl
X j+-I	 x i fz r z? ^;
The parameters Fiml and F im2 are defined to be the same as Fiml and Fim2.
except replace S i (m) by 1"44i (m).
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1 Z6	 TRIANGULAR ELEMENT T* TRANSFORMATION
s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (4jr
2A O 2p O d O 0 ^vx
,
zs 0 O
`!—
21? © O
0 O O Z 0 0 0 (D C) cJ,.
X 3z
zR 0 0 X13 -1 O Xz^ O Qc^ xz
_ X23 Q
0
_	 ,1
D^t? 0 e^, Ty2
O O o O a o a ,a cis,
xj
(	 eft O 0 X '3 v 0 Xzr2A cJY3
Y ? r,^ o U r^^C7 .^ 84^, }y,
L
k l^
01
ht
DGJy
^arx^
®^yz
B^x3
e^rYa
X
l^
or
o
a
4	 a
Similarly for
(,!	 U,
at
6ux,	 r	 Dux,
d L Tu^ 	 (9 ^ .a 4)
Duy3
where [ Tu 1 is the same as [ Tw } except TT
" 33 = Tu$5 = TUB	 Tu$8 =
Tug = 1 instead of -^1
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where [ TV ] is the same as [ Tw ] except Tv33 - TV66 - TV99	 1 instead of -1.
These matrices [Tu ], [ TV I and [Tw l must be reordered to form
9
..	 s ^	 •a	 to 4.,+4µ
t11	
S`	 4`'p
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-	 ..... dr.
GO; Go;^,	 Go; ,j , ? //^^
- C^,- - GO,,^^^ 1C12 ^ 4•-f)	 !
3,S,q,
Gor,J
_ y ^'! ( fit ^^ ^ (Z n J 
=1,1l,z1,31
{? 3	 S , 7
M
h	 ,	 ,
(14
_	
z)
'
_ q 8
1	 ,^oI
1
r^
Go,, r
	 )
^`/ n^ C ^ ` n 	 l^j^^`P
r^	 j^
/hll
1	 ,,33 1
Z	 lr,	 l n=
j-	 26
2 , ;.
f to	 I` J - I G ,3(v
NOTE:	 j indicates column index in [GOaa],
'	 n indicates value of coordinate at node number n,
j=	 1,	 11,	 21	 ....
etc.	 means
n	 =	 1,	 3 1	 5	 .....
use	 n = 1	 if j = 1,
,
11	 n = 3	 if	 j11,
11	 n = 5if j=21,
etc,
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[ GO]	 Matrix	 - AZI Function Contributions,	 cont'd.
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fiy
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ti	 [GO]	 Matrix - HMN Function Contributions
Let	 G = G (f ,'	 )	 represent	 u
G = G (^,)	 represent	 v
^ r	 an
9
rin ^ '7^	 L6ri Cz (^ 1
	
G	 h	 » 6 ^	 —	 n^	 /1	 ^ 1n _1 ^	
n=r	
^
n_I
dl?	 _ aG h	 o^	 -	 b	 c^^7^n
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n G n C^ n
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^_	 3111_
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[GO] Matrix - HMN Function Contributions, cont'd.
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[GO] Matrix - HMN Function Contributions, cont'd, }`
► 	 r5 Columns 41	 thru 8: +j
-j, m, n correspond according to following table,
e y, y2	 y3 	 ys yb 91 k
A
k^
^
S	 g	 9
J
^	 pI
j = sv 67	 5,2	 51 65 5G
i
J
l
G.4^^=a- F
^12.53^
G J
A
^ G m
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The transformation required is
a^ a^ a^ au ^^ a^
11 ^
a u a^ a^ -' a a^ a6r
ay ayy ay	 = [J^ 89 a'7 d	 ^^2.54)
s au av a41 b av a^
L
where the matrix	 [ J ] is known from Equation
a
a x a Y
	a ^ ^'
^.- d
d ay	 a^
Therefore evaluate [ J ]
	
at each of the integration points, and invert
to obtain the elements of [ J ]	 at each of the integration points, a
;t	 d
^ ► F J12 J 13
X lZx
	 XJX
L-^ Jzi ju J2j a^
J31 J32 J31
o y, O ^..
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J 2^	 1 zz
.	 2
J11	 j,:.
ae fc^
aLr/ iy
eX	 ^
ey
d,"'ldX
d%
aey/a^
a^^ ay
ill in
,^21	 J2
eg
a spa ^
a eta ^
a vxa
fax J11 j lz
^^aa ^ez
q
/ juZ.
bma
a^^ay ^2,	 J ZZ ^
A
3
12.(.-i)
ROB = 1
dcJ°
lgO=^S
 — a x
RO2,l 1
d W
RO;6 - ay
plat-,- = 1
'^	 ,,.,	 asrcry
h
12.Q-	 QUADRILATERAL ELEMENT AO & Al MATRICES
B J - Lux uy 1 ^x Vy i G7x 61, , (9, , ©y Dix, ^'xy Byx, 4yy	 (^2.ss^ A
C E J = L^E,cK LSE QEx dE d^ 
	
AE4,) ,DE,cy<s^ (^i.^D^
W
•	 YF
61,C2)
AI a s;4 = 1
R13,^^=1
A0?,?- = 1
903,3 =1
RO-I^ = * d y
,tea
f9044 - + .fix
!y
Boys = 1	 ^^i = - ad-x` -^
o
i9oy ' 1	 ROV _ ay
,. 1p
RO ^^ 1	 FIDSa = ax
R,2yg,r.1
	
Rl y.^8 ,= 1
t
R1 sa,^. =1
	
R1,,^^ = 1	 x	 .
RO-q, _ _1 	 ^o 7 — — 'd 	 1 s ,,y -1	 Rl ,ry,, = -1
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r Y
H06 ^„ = p.
AO 7)?- ' - dx ay fps ^, ^o, y - -1 A1,,y,,a	 ..1
190711 -" dye a.PAM
C12 . C 4>
^^0
Abe, •	 arc ay
J70813 =	 - syZ  191 a,q,q ''1
f
Ar
8,	 -	 ,y
RO6-y = - 1 A1d,,,,2 = 1 Al x,2,,1	 -	 1. .
Ao&,!z = -11^,,^,^ - -1 Rs 8 r ,o -
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E vt ^^
7--7;E %-yz
[D 0]
E.f
ZG rY)
z (rrv)
E.t
y(1fY)
rz(rvz)	 /z U-vf)
X43
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12, 11	 QUADRILATERAL ELEMENT HMN EQUATIONS
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HMN Equations LHS
01 a 2 a, b7
0 1 o 6
r ^ w
-^
r 1 0
. 4 y 1
^
t
O	 1	 "y i 1 I
0 1 0
0 0
7
Then defining
m 7 m)	 the values of	 and	 at node m
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M c 1 1 3, s, 7
M=2,(,
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HMN Equations RHS (H1)	 Note: H1 1 -'H1 3 , H1 4-' H1 5, H16 H1^, H1 8-+
 H11Q
by changing sign of (1
	 x,) or (1 ±y;)
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